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In this thesis the application of the Transmission-Line Matrix (TLM) method to
two dimensional scattering problems is investigated. The method is recognized as an

efficient tooi for the analysis of closed süuctures, since a single simulation using pulse

excitation and Fourier ransformations can produce accurate frequency domain results
over a wide bandwidth. The Finite Difference-Time Domain (FD-TD) method is also

a numerical method capable of simulating Maxwell's equations in space and time. The
FD-TD method has been applied to the analysis of scattering simulations, however
sinusoidal excitation has been used to obtain results at a single frequency. Both the
TLM and FD-TD method require discretization of the entire simulation space, and
therefore require special treatment of artificial boundaries which are applied to limit
the simulation space to a computationally acceptable size. The relationship between the

TLM and FD-TD methods was extensively investigated in two dimensions.

Softwa¡e capable of modelling arbitrarily shaped scatterers was written to perform
the simulations. To illuminate the scatterer with an accurate incident field and apply
absorbing boundary conditions to only the scattered field, a method (that has been used

extensively with the FD-TD method) was formulated in terrns of a time domain
equivalence principle for the excitation of electrical networks in order to implement the
method into TLM programs. Fourier transformation of time domain results was found
to be extremely sensitive to numerical errors, such as those produced by inaccurate

absorbing boundary conditions. Previous methods of match terminating the TLM mesh

were found to be inaccurate for the application considered in this thesis. The absorb-

ing boundary conditions used in this thesis were originally derived for use with finite
difference approximations of the wave equation. Using the relationship established

between the FD-TD and TLM methods, these boundary conditions were applied ro rhe

TLM method.

Scattered far field pattems were calculated for a perfectly conducting square

cylinder, a perfectly conducting circular cylinder, and a perfectly conducting strip (for

both broad side and edge incidence). The TLM results for each geometry are compared

to established solutions over a wide range of frequencies. For the square cylinder,
accurate results (compared to Boundary Element Method. (BEM) results using an error

norm) are obtained over a range ka=0.3 to 8. For the circular cylinder accurate results

(compared to an analytical solution using an eûor norm) are obtained over a range



ka=0.3 to 6.

As the geometrical complexity of a scatterer increases, the FD-TD method using
sinusoidal excitation becomes more efficient than using integral equation techniques. In
this thesis, it is demonstrated that for scatterers with simple geometries (handled
efficiently by integral equation techniques), the TLM method using pulse excirarion
and Fourier transformations to obtain frequency domain results, becomes more efficient
than integral equation techniques as the number of frequency points is increased.
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The Method of Moments (MoM) [1] has been used extensively to analyze elec-

tromagnetic field problems. Applying MoM to an electromagnetic field problem yields

an approximate soiution to an integral equation which governs the physical system

being analyzed. The integral equation is formulated on the surfaces and media inter-

faces of the scatterer and therefore, only these surfaces require discretization. Because

MoM provides a time harmonic solution, a single simulation yields results at one fre-

quency.

The Finite Difference-Time Domain (FD-TD) method, originally proposed by Yee

[2], applies central difference approximations to the time and spatial derivatives in

Maxwell's equations. The FD-TD method, since it is based on an approximation to

differential equations, requires discretization of the entire simulation space. The simu-

lation of an open region problem implies that an infinite space is required. However,

because computer resources are finite, artif,cial boundary conditions are applied to

absorb outward travelling waves and t¡uncate the simulation space to a reasonable size

[3]. These a¡tificial boundary conditions are called absorbing boundary conditions.

Taflove and Umashanka¡ [4],[5] have applied the FD-TD method ro rhe solurion

of electromagnetic scattering problems. Absorbing boundary conditions are used to

limit the size of the simulation space, and accurate results at a single frequency have

been obtained by exciting the mesh with a sinusoidal signal. Taflove and Umashankar

[4] have argued that as the geometrical complexity of the material properties of a

scatterer increases, the computational efficiency of the FD-TD method, despite the



Chapter I Inrroduction

large computer resource requirements, approaches that of MoM.

The Transmission-Line Matrix (TLM) method, originated by Johns and Beurle

[6], is similar to the FD-TD method in that it provides an approximate solution to

Maxweli's equations in the time domain, and requires discretization of the entire simu-

lation space. The method is based on a lumped element model of Maxwell's equations

from which a transmission line model is obtained. The method has been recognized as

an efficient and accurate tool for the analysis of waveguides, finlines, and other closed

structures [7]. Recently, the TLM method has been applied to model open srructures

[8], and many of the issues regarding the modelling of open region problems such as

absorbing boundary conditions have not been resolved. The main advantage of using

the TLM method is the amount of information that is available from a single simula-

tion. By using a method that simulates Maxwell's equations in space and time, accu-

rate frequency domain results can be obtained over a wide bandwidth from a single

simulation using pulse excitation and Fourier transformation of the output impulse

response. Because Taflove and Umashankar have used sinusoidal excitation rather

than pulse excitation, their investigations have not taken full ad,vantage of solving

Maxwell's equations in the time domain. Accurate results have been obtained, but the

full potential of time domain analysis has not been realized.

The puqpose of this thesis is to investigate the application of the TLM merhod ro

two dimensionai scattering problems. Topics associated wirh the modelling of open

region problems are discussed. To achieve computational efficiency, the use of pulse

excitation and Fourier transforms to obtain wide band frequency domain results from a

single simulation is investigated.

Chapter 2 provides a review of the basic TLM method and a discussion of

enhancements that have been developed over the past fifteen years. Also included is a

review of previous attempts at applying the TLM method ro open region problems.



Chapter 1 Introduction

Chapter 3 discusses ihe relationship between the TLM method and two other methods

capable of simulating electromagnetic fields in the time domain, the FD-TD method

and the Spatial Network Method (SNM). Establishing relationships between rhe TLM

and similar methods will allow the transfer of compatible developments and enhance-

ment of all relevant merhods.

Application of the TLM method to scattering problems is discussed in chapter 4.

To accurately model incident and scattered fields, a method that separates scattered

f,elds from total fields is implemented. This scheme has been used in FD-TD programs

and in chapter 4 is reformulated in terms of a time domain equivalence principle for

implementation into TLM programs. A review of absorbing boundary conditions used

with the FD-TD method is provided, and the application of rwo rypes of absorbing

boundary conditions to TLM simulations is discussed. As well, a potentially accurate

absorbing boundary condition applicable to the TLM method (the variable impedance

boundary condition), is derived and discussed. Implementation at the time of writing

this thesis has not been attempted.

In chapter 5, the developments presented in chapter 4 are tested. The

total/scattered field formulation is tested for one and two dimensional simuiations. The

absorbing boundary conditions are tested and comparisons are made to the traditional

method of match terminating a TLM mesh. A significant observation discussed in

chapter 6 is that previous methods match terminating a TLM mesh are not accurate,

therefore the implementation of the FD-TD absorbing boundary conditions is a

significant step in improving TLM modelling of open region problems. A description

of the software developed to model the two dimensional scattering problems con-

sidered in this thesis is also provided. Finally, chapter 7 will summarize the work

presented in this thesis and topics of future research will be included.
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2.1. Transrnission-Line Matrix Theory

z.L.L. Lumped Element Model of Maxwell's Equations

For a lossless space of permittivity e and permeability p, Maxwell's curl equa-

tions are

vxH=uS

vxE=-uS

If only two dimensional problems are considered with no variation in the z -direction,

equations (2.1) yield two independent sets of equations. Equations (2.2) represent

Maxwell's equations for two dimensional transverse electric (TE) propagation (Hr=O),

à8, òH,

àx'.àt

(2.1a)

(2.rb)

(2.2a)

(2.2b)

(2.2c)

two dimensional fransverse

à8,
aÈ'dv

àH,
a-

dt

ò8,
dt

òH, àH,

òx ðy

and equations (2.3) represent Maxwell's equations for
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magnetic (TM) propagation (Er=O).

TLM Review

(2.3a)

(2.3b)

(2.3c)

òH, ^ òE,

dx dt

òH, àE,
avdy dt

ò8" à8, àH,

òxây'.òt

Consider the lumped element network shown in Figure 2.1. The network lies in

the -r-y plane and is oriented as indicated in the figure. Spacing between the nodes in

the network is A/ and the values of inductance and capacitance arc LAl and 2C Ll,

respectively. This network was proposed as a model of Maxweil's equations in two

dimensions by Gabriel Kron in 1943 l9l. To utilize the equivalent circuit in a practical

sense, "network analyzers" were built consisting of meshes of inductors and capacitors

t101. With the appropriate excitation and boundary conditions applied to the mesh, a

variety of electromagnetic field problems can be studied. Whinnery and Ramo used a

network analyzer to study field distributions in cylindrical waveguides and the effects

of discontinuities in rectangular waveguides [11]. Whinnery, Concordia, Ridgeway,

and K¡on examined field disrributions in rectangular cavities of different shapes [12].

This technique yielded acceptable results considering the large amount of experimental

error involved. An interesting account of the various problems associated with build-

ing a network analyzer can be found in a paper by Spangenberg, Walters, and Schott

t101.
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capacitance values 2CÂl inductance values LÂl

Figure 2.1,: Lumped network model of Maxwell's equatíons in rwo dimensions
proposed by Gabríel Kron [9].

Kron derived equivalent circuits to model various physical systems and esta-

blished basic theory related to the construction of circuit models of differential equa-

tions [13]. Three dimensional models of Maxwell's equations were also derived, how-

ever only the two dimensional models were used in practice. The three dimensional

networks contained ideal transformers and dependent voltage sources making
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conslruction of a practical network difficult [14]. Recently, Johns has investigated the

role of these components and determined that they are related to gauge transformations

of Maxwell's equations [15]. Under certain circumstances the ideal transformers and

dependent sources are not required. Johns derived lumped element models which

satisfy the Coulomb and Lorentz gauges. Johns' paper, although theoretical (no one

would consider actually building an equivalent network today), provides insight into

lumped element modelling and the theory behind the models.

The analogy between Maxwell's equations and the equivalent network can be

obtained by using simple ci¡cuit theory. In Figure 2.I,the voltage drop between nodes

C and A can be expressed as

where i6¿ is the current flowing from node C to node A (in the negative x direction),

v¿ is the voltage at node A, and v6 is the voltage at node C. Equation (2.4) can be

written for an arbitrary voltage drop across two adjacenr nodes in the x direction.

v (x+Ll )-v (x)
AI

Similarly, equation (2.6) is valid for an

nodes in the y direction.

àin 
^vC-v¿,= 7 tl-#

ai,
f'-

òr

ðv,
iso+ iso+ icA+ iD¡ = 2C LIj;

arbitrary voltage drop across two adjacent

(2.4)

(2.s)

(2.6)

(2.7)

v(y+A/)-v(y) _ _ ròi,
At --" ò,

Appiying Kirchoff's current law to node A yields

where iB¿ and i6o represent cuffents flowing in the positive and negative x directions

respectively; and ip¿ and i¡¿ represent curlents flowing in the positive and negative y
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directions respectively. If these currents a¡e considered to be centered at locations half

way between nodes, equation (2.7) can be written as,

i, (x -Al 12) - i, 0 +At 12) - i, (x +Ll t2) + i, (y -LI tZ) = 2C LIð:A
ðt

i*(x+Ll 12) - ír(x-LI 12)

(2.8)

(2.r}a)

(2.10b)

(2.10c)

Al

i, (y +LI t2) - ir(y -LI t2) _ ".òroLt " ò, (2.9)

Recognizing the left hand sides of equations (2.5),(2.6), and (2.9) as simple difference

approximations to continuous derivatives, the network can be considered, to be an

approximation to the equations

ðv , ài,
L.dy òt

ðv , òi,
dx òt

ði, ài, 
^ ^ðv

ðx ðy -" òt

Examining the set of equations (2.10) modelled by the network and the set of

Maxwell's equations for two dimensional TE propagation (2.2), the following set of

reiationships between field quantities in Maxwell's equations and circuit quantiries in

the lumped network of Figure 2.1 can be established;

Ez =v

TJ _-;,rv - Lx

IJ _:
t.t x - L\)

and p-t ,'e=2C (2.11)

A similar equivalence between equations (2.I0) and Maxwell's equations for two

dimensional TM propagation (2.3) can be established
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Hz =v

F _;u., - L-
tL

F -_;Lx- oy

and ¡r- 2C , e=L (2.r2)

A review of lumped element modelling as an experimental technique for solving

electomagnetic field problems can be found in a book by D. Vitkovitch [16]. In

modern engineering practice, Iumped element modelling is no longer used as an exper-

imental method. However, the concepts are important to numerical techniques which

are based upon the lumped element models.

2,L.2. Derivation of the Transmission Line Model

Three possible approaches exist when solving electromagnetic field, problems

using lumped element models and the equivalence to Maxwell's equations.

1) The models could be built and measurements performed directly on the network.

2) The equivalent circuit model could be simulated directly using a circuit analysis

tool specially adapted to take into account the nature of the network.

3) A new model could be constructed from the circuit model from which possible

advantages could be realized.

As mentioned in the previous section, the fi¡st approach is unlikely considering the

problems associated with building an experimental mesh, the inflexibility of having a

physical model, and the elrors involved in performing measurements on the model.

The second and third approaches are more likely because of the flexibility and power

of computer simulation. Yoshida and Fukai have developed a three dimensional

numerical technique which simulates the lumped element network model of Maxwell's

equations [17].
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The TLM method is derived by proceeding with the third, approach. The lumped

element network of Figure 2.I can be divided into individual building blocks from

which an entire network can be constructed. The building block is shown in Figure

2.2(a) and can be considered as the intersection of rwo identical circuits as shown in

Figure 2.2(b). Note the two lumped capacitances of C AI in Figure 2.2(b) combine to

yield the 2C LI capacitance in Figure 2.2(a). The individual circuits in Figure 2.2(b)

are recognized as the equivalent tee network representation for a transmission line with

distributed inductance L, and distribured capacitance C t18l (see Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.2: (a) The lumped element node (b) Representation as the intersection
of t',uo ídentical circuits

o)

-T

cAl

10
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The intrinsic impedance of the transmission line is

Z_

and the speed of propagation along the line

€

is

1

æ

TLM Review

(2.t3)

(2.14)

LNIZ LNIZ
.rrYa ffrrn

I

-l- c^l
I:

L,C

Figure,2,32 E-quivale-nt-tee lumped element network representation for a
îransmission line [ ]81 .

The circuit of Figure 2.2(a) is considered as a lumped element representation of the

intersection of two transmission lines shown in Figure 2.4. This simple transmission

line network is referred to as the TLM shunt node and is the building block from

^1

(a)

^1

(b)

11
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which an entire TLM mesh can be

Figure 2.4 arc realized as two wire

ffansmission lines of the model.

TLM Review

intersecting transmission lines in

and referred to as the elemental

constructed. The

transmission lines

Figure 2.4: The two dimensional TLM shunt node represented as the shunt
connection of two wire transmission lines.

The elemental transmission lines

space (L=Vo,C=Eo). The velocity of

is

of the model are considered to represent free

propagation on the elemental transmission lines

(2.1s)
1

v eremcrtar ti* =ft7= c o=2.984x108 m I s

The impedance of the elemental transmission lines is

Zetern¿rtat ¡¡*=^{L I C = Zo= 377 e (2.16)

The medium modelled by the entte mesh of transmission lines is represented by the

material properties IJ=L, e=2C (equation (2.11)). Therefore, the speed of propagation

through the medium modelled by the mesh of transmission lines is

t2



and the intrinsic impedance is

z,^,={+={+=î (2 18)

Usually the media properties of the elemental transmission lines are normalized. Hence

the disrributed inductance and capacitance of the transmission lines arc (L=1, C=1).

The velocity of propagation and the impedance of the elemental transmission lines are

velem¿ntal liræ' L (2.re)

and

Chapter 2

I 1 co
vmesh= 

ft=øE-=ñ

Zelenænral line= t

The media properties of the medium modelled by the mesh

therefore lL=I, e=2. The resulting velocity of propagation, and

1
vnæsh= fi

and

.7
"mesn

1

ø

It is important to distinguish between

lines and the characteristics of the

transmission lines.

(2.22)

the characteristics of the elemental transmission

medium modelled by the mesh of elemental

TLM Review

(2.r7)

(2.20)

of transmission lines are

intrinsic impedance are

(2.2r)

i3
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2.1,3" T'wo Ðimensí-onal Series Node

TLM Review

(2.23a)

(2.23b)

(2.23c)

The shunt node (Figure 2.4) can simulate either TE or TM propagation because of

the dual nature of electric and magnetic fields. Another transmission line node can be

derived to simulate either TE or TM propagation in two dimensions. The transmission

line model is obtained from a lumped element model as in sections 1.1 and 1.2 of this

chapter. The lumped element model in Figure 2.5(a) can be used as a building block

from which an entire mesh can be constructed [19]. The mesh can be shown to satisfy

an approximation to [15]

ai _ nòr,
vòx òt

ar ^ðr,
dv dt

Yr- - à', 
= r, ði

ðx ðy -- ðt

Examining equations (2.23) and the set of Maxwell's equations for two dimensional

TM propagation (2.3), the following set of relationships berween field quantities in

Maxwell's equations and circuit quantities in the lumped element network in Figure

2.5(a) can be established;

tt =F'y "v

,, -E'x - Lx

i=Hz

þ=2L,ande=C (2.24)

In addition, an equivalence between equations (2.23) and Maxwell's equations for two

dimensional TE propagation (2.2) can be established. From the lumped element node

in Figure 2.5(a), the transmission line node in Figure 2.5(b) can be consrmcted [19].

An entire mesh of transmission lines can be constructed to model either TE or TM

T4
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propagation using tltis node. The ransmission

series and the transmission line node is referred

node.

c^1

TLM Review

lines in this model are connecred in

to as the two dimensional TLM series

c^t

(a)

^rr - ÆLNt{ f.- Lnn
t LN/z r^(* LNlza

(b)

Figure 2.5: The nuo dimensional rLM series node represented as (a) lumped
element ne¡,york and (b) sertes intersection of transmission lines.

If the elemental transmission lines in Figure 2.5(b) are considered to represenr a nor-

malized free space, the medium modelled by the mesh is represented by

15
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lmzsh (2.2s)

and

Zror¡ = ''[1 (2.26)

The series node is of no value for problems with lossless homogeneous media

because the shunt node can be used to model both sets of equations. For lossy inhomo-

geneous media, modifications to the shunt and series nodes are required. Under these

modifications the shunt node is only valid for TE propagation, and the series node is

only valid for TM propagation. The dual nature of electric and magnetic fields is no

longer üue, both models are only valid for the V:E and I:H analogy.

2.1'.4. Representation of an Arbitrary Medium with a Transmission Line Modet

In this section the modifications to the shunt node are presented. Maxwell's equa-

tions for a medium of permittivity e, permeability ¡-r, and conductivity o are given as

1

^lz

Considering only two dimensional problems with no variation in the z direction, (2.21)

yields two independent sets of equations. Equations (2.28) represent Maxwell's equa-

tions for two dimensional TE propagation

VxFtr=rð=E +oE
òt

VxE=-uô-H'òt

ò8, òH,
tt --_--__L_-ròx òt

ð8, ðH,
.-.:-_-Ll----:__
dy òr

(2.27a)

(2.27b)

(2.28a)

(2.28b)

T6



and equations (2.29) represent Maxwell's equations for two dimensional TM propaga-

tion.

Chapter 2

and

The speed of propagation along

mental lines

v=
^rlf"""-bC"^,ú

òH^, òH- àE-
^l---=3=e-=:-+OE_dxdyòt¿

ðH, AE,,
- - =e - tÇE,dx dt

ðH, ò8,
- -ô-^ rOE,dy òt

ð8, ð8, òH,

òx ðy P' òr

-LLo.c. stub = y"

t,,"

Co.r. ,tub = CYo Q.31)

the line is then identical to rhat along the other ele-

(2.32)

TLM Review

(2.28c)

(2.29a)

(2.29b)

(2.29c)

(2.30)

To simulate a medium of arbitrary permittivity, an open circuit transmission line

stubof length LI12and characteristicadmittanceYo isaddedrorheshunrnode[20].4

topological view of the shunt node loaded with an open circuit stub is shown in Figure

2.6(a). The effect of the open circuit line is to slow down the propagation of waves

through the mesh. Part of the energy incident on the node is injected into the open cir-

cuit stub and then returned at the next time step. If the distributed inductance and

capacitance of the open circuit line is selected to be

is returned to the node afterThe length of the stub is L,l 12 and therefore the energy

17
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one time step Ar. The amount of incident energy delayed by one time step is con-

trolled by the admittance of the line, Yo. The increase in permittivity due ro rhe open

circuit stub can be determined from the corresponding increase in capacitance that the

stub adds to the network. The total capacitance of the node withour the stub is 2C Lt,

and with the stub, 2CLl+YoCLllz. The permittivity of the medium modelled by a

mesh of stub loaded nodes is

(2.33)

branch 3

match terminated

L/Go,CGo

Figure 2.6: Modifications to the two dimensional rLM shunt nod.e to mod.el ar-

bitrary medía properties: (a) permittivity stub (b) Ioss srub.

The stub is terminated in an open circuit adding no inductance to the model. The pro-

pagation velocity and intrinsic impedance of the medium modelled by the mesh of

transmission lines has been made va¡iable by adding the stub, becoming

(2.34)

E=2['.?]

(b)(a)

,1"?)

i8

open clrcult

and

vnæsh
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.7

-mesh (2.3s)

To simulate a medium of arbitrary conductivity, a match terminated transmission

line (or infinitely long transmission line) with a characteristic admittance of Go is

added as shown in Figure 2.6(b) [21]. The effect of the match terminated srub is ro

allow a portion of the energy incident upon the node to be absorbed at each time step.

The amount of energy absorbed is controlled by the admittance of the line Go. The

distributed inductânce and capacitance of the match terminated line is

L^otrhtd ,tub (2.36)

C matched stub

The conductivity of the medium is relared to

by lzr)

- CGo (2.37)

the cha¡acteristic admittance of the line

(2.38)

In TLM terminology, the open circuit line and match terminated lines are called per-

mittivity and loss stubs respectiveiy. For conductive mediums, the analogy between

electric and magnetic fields no longer holds, because of the different form of equations

(2.28) and (2.29). Therefore, the shunt node can only be used to simulate TE propaga-

tion and the series node can only be used to simulate TM propagation. The implemen-

tation of stubs for the series node is given in [211. For a lossless medium, the shunt

and series nodes are capable of modelling either TE or TM propagation. The permit-

tivity stub of the shunt node would become a permeability stub, if TM propagarion

were considered.

'1"?)

L
Go

Go=Çat€
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2.1".5. Three Ðimenbional T'LM

TLM Review

Consider the operation of shunt and series nodes in which the analogy

(E =V, H =l ) is always maintained. For an arbitrary two dimensional problem, a

shunt node would be required to model TE propagation and a series node to model

TM propagation. For an arbitrary three dimensional field problem, a shunt and series

node would be required in each coordinate plane (x-y,y-z,z-x) to model all possi-

ble field distributions. In addition, the nodes in each coordinate plane must be inte¡con-

nected to couple the fields in each plane. This interconnection of series and shunt

nodes is the original three dimensional TLM node [22] and is referred ro as an

expanded node network. The elemental transmission lines of the shunt and series nodes

ate realized in two wire transmission lines (see Figure 2.7).

Although this node has been used extensively to model three dimensional field

problems l23l,l8l,l24l, there are problems associated with the use of the expanded

node network. Consider a plane, parallel to one of the coordinate planes of the mesh.

This plane intersects both series and shunt nodes due to the physical layout of the node

(see Figure 2.7). To apply a boundary condition on the plane, voltage reflection

coefficients are applied to the shunt nodes, and current reflection coefficients to the

series nodes (as will be explained in section 3 of this chapter). For this reason, rhe

application of boundary conditions is confusing and prone ro error [25]. As well, prob-

lems with inhomogeneous material properties, dielectric and magnetic interfaces are

separated from electric and magnetic walls by half a space step. This mis-allignment

causes modelling errors in the analysis of microstrip and finline structures [7].

20
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Figure 2.7: Three dimensional expanded node consisting of an interconnection
of series and shunt nodes realized in two wire transmisslon- Iines [22].

To overcome the difficulties associated with the use of the expanded node, Johns

has developed the symmetric condensed node [25] (see Figure 2.8). Again rhe elemen-

tal transmission lines making up the node, are two wire transmission lines. The node

appears symmetric when viewed along each coordinate axis, thus eliminating the prob-

lems associated with applying boundary conditions. Field components ate condensed

to the centre of the node and all types of boundary conditions are applied at half space

steps between nodes. This eliminates the misalignment difficulties of the expanded

node. An additional benefit of using the symmetric condensed node is its superior pro-

pagation characteristics compared to the expanded node [26].

2l
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Figure 2.8: Three dimensional symmetric condensed node [25].

2"2. Cornputer Simulation of the Transmission Line Networh

In the previous section a general method was shown to be capable of solving

Maxwell's equations in the time domain. To provide a solution to a specific problem,

boundary conditions and initial conditions are required. The details of solving the

transmission line network by computer simulation are provided. in this section.

22
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2.2.L. Algorithm

The TLM algorithm operates by scattering impulses off the rransmission line

junctions and then transferring the impulses from one node to the next. Since the ele-

mental transmission line elements are considered to be ideal, the impulses propagate

without dispersion or distortion. As well, the scattering event is characterized by exa-

mining the impedance discontinuity encountered by an impulse approaching a junction.

For these reasons, an exact solution to the impulse response of the transmission line

network can be obtained.

In general, the TLM algorithm can be classified as comprising of a scattering

event S relating incident impulses to reflected impulses at each time step at each node,

V'=SVi (2.3e)

and then transferring the reflected impulse to become incident impulses on adjacent

transmission lines, at the next time step. The transferring is accomplished by a connec-

tion matrix C,

V'=CV' (2.40)

where V' and Vt are vectors containing incident and reflected voltages respectively, at

each node. This formulation of the TLM method has been used by Johns l27l and

Johns and Butler [28] to perform some theoreticai investigations of the method. In a

practical situation a TLM computer program does not operate exacrly as (2.39) and

(2.40). At each node, (2.39) is performed where S would represenr the scattering

matrix of a single node, and the vectors Vi,V' are the incident and reflected impulses

at the node. The scattering matrix of a shunt node without permittivity or loss stubs

can be obtained by examining the transmission and reflection coefficients seen by an

impuise incident on the transmission line junction. Consider the shunt node in Figure

2.9(a) with a unit magnitude voltage impulse v1 incident on line 1. In a normalized
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transmission line mesh, the impedance of each elemental line is 1. Looking into the

junction, the impulse will see three lines of unit impedance connected in parallel, or a

Ioad impedance of 1/3. The voltage reflection coefficient seen by the impulse is

T--
I_

Zt-Zo
Z7+Zo

(2.4r)
1=--
2

The ransmission coefficient seen by the impulse is

Zo-Zt 1' Zo+Z¿ 2
(2.42)

After the scattering event takes place, the reflected impulses due to the incident

impulse v\=I,vL=0,yå=0, vL=0 ue v'r=-Il2,vî.=Il2,v\=Llz,vtr=llZ (see Figure

2.9(b)). Due to the symmetry of the node, the same type of behavior is observed for a

unit impulse incident on any branch with no other excitation.

(a)

$gure 2.9: Scaxering of a unit magnitude impulse incídent on branch I of a
shunt node without stubs, (a) before scatteríng event (b) after scattering eveit.

The property of superposition can be applied to determine rhe behavior of the mesh

with more than one non zero incident pulse. The voltage scattering matrix of a shunt

24
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node without stubs is

ú = +lL,¡
" l,t =1

TLM Review

(2.43)

(2.44)

(2.45a)

(2.4sb)

(2.45c)

(2.4sd)

nodes is shown

r'1

vi
v\

vl

-1 I

1 -1
11
11

1=-
z

1

I

-1
1-

1l
v'l

vi
v\
..i
VÁ

_ $-1

menIn a TLM computer program the scattering event is imple ted as

-vj

The reflected impulses are transferred to adjacent nodes using [6]

vl(x l) = v5 @,Y-A,l)

vL@,Y) = v'¿(x-Lt ¡)

vL@l)=vT(x,Y+AI)

'L@,Y) = v|@+òJ¡)

The propagation of an impulsive disturbance through a mesh of shunt

in Figure 2.10 1291.
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U4 1t4

r/2
tn,

-ll4
Ltz

U2

/4
U4

-1t4 -1n
-r/2

-U2 -r/4
ll4

v4 -1n U4

UZ
t/2

U4

-r/4
y4

vz
1n

v4

(c)

Figure 2.102 Propagation of an impulsive disturbance through a mesh of shunt
nodes.

The scattering matrix for the shunt node loaded with permittivity and loss stubs is

derived by examining the reflection and transmission coefficients on each line. The

effect of the loss stub is only to extract energy from the node. The voltage impulse

transmitted into the stub is not stored, although the effect of the stub is included. The

scattering matrix for the stub loaded shunt node as derived by Akhtarzad and Johns

(b)(^)

I/4
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[21] is
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Y

Yo

Yo

Yo

Yo

(2.46)

where Y=4+Yo+Go and I is the unit matrix.

For the case Go=0, the scattering matrix is unitary (i.e., SS*=I) [30] indicating a

lossless junction. Obviously with the inclusion of the loss stub, it will no longer be

unitary.

2.2.2. Boundary Conditions

Boundary conditions are enforced by terminating the elemental transmission lines

using reflection coefficients specified at points half way between nodes, or at the cenre

of nodes. This requirement is to ensure synchronism of impulses at nodal points.

To apply the proper reflection coefficient, the type of mesh used (series or shunt)

and the relationship between field quantities and circuit quantities must be established

(V:E,l =H or V=H,l =E). A transmission line matrix consisting of shunt nodes

simulates a wave equation of the voltage in the mesh. Therefore, voltage reflection

coefficients are used to specify boundary conditions. The voltage reflection coefficient

f, for load impedance Z¡ in a medium with intrinsic impedance Zo ts

lr=
Zt-zo
Zr+Zo

(2.47)

Similarly, a transmission line matrix consisting of series nodes simulates the wave

equation of the current in the mesh. Therefore, current reflection coefficients a¡e used

to specify boundary conditions. The current reflection coefficient associated with a load

S=?
Y

1111
1111
1111
1111
1111

_I
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impedance Z7 in a medium of cha¡acteristic impe d.ance Zo is

f.=
Zo-Zt

TLM Review

(2.48)
Zo+27

In the above discussion, the impedances ¡efer to the impedances as defined for the

circuit quantities in the model and not the field quantities they represenr. As noted in

section 7.2 of this chapter, the TLM shunt and series nodes are capable of representing

both TE and TM propagation. If a mesh of shunt nodes is used to simulate TE propa-

gation, theV=E,I =H analogy is used. For these cases, the circuit impedance values

Zc=Vll correspond to the field impedance value Zp=ElH and therefore, either Zç or

Zp should be used in the expressions for the reflection coefficients. However, if the

V=H,l =E analogy is used, the circuit impedance value Zc=VlI corresponds to the

field admittance value Yp=H lE and thereforc Yp should be used as the impedance

value Z7 in the expressions for the reflection coefficients.

Boundary conditions frequently found in TLM simulations are: perfect conduc-

tors, magnetic walls, material interfaces, and free space boundaries. Perfect conductors

are represented by reflection coefficients corresponding to Zr=0. Magnetic walls are

used to reduce the size of a problem without altering the resuits of the simulation. In

waveguide problems, symmetry can be exploited to reduce the size of the simulation

space. Special treatment of material interfaces are sometimes required [20]. These

boundaries are realized by using reflection and transmission coefficients between nodes

on either side of the boundary. In the past, free space boundaries have been realized by

match terminating the TLM mesh. To match terminate a TLM mesh, the elemental

transmission lines are terminated in the intrinsic impedance of the medium modelled

by the mesh. A shunt mesh loaded with permittivity stubs represents a medium with

permittivity
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c-')

permeability

p--1

and therefore an intrinsic impedance of

The reflection coefficient required to achieve match

['.?]

TLM Review

(2.4e)

(2.s0)

(2.s1)

(2.s2)

termination of the mesh is

-1
^f,

Ynt*o
f=

+1

^r, ,*lt
4

Again, the difference between the elemental transmission lines and the medium they

represent is obvious. The reflection coefficient (2.52) does not match terminate the ele-

mental transmission lines (a reflection coefficient f= 0 would be required) but it pro-

vides a match termination of the medium modelled by the mesh of elemental transmis-

sion lines. In practice, terminating the elemental transmission lines in (2.52) provides

accurate absorption of waves with normal incidence to the boundary. Waves incident

at arbitrary angles are not accurately absorbed. Chapter 5 discusses the general topic of

absorbing boundary conditions.

One of the limitations of the TLM method compared to finite element or boun-

dary element techniques is the requirement of enforcing boundary conditions at loca-

tions half way between nodes. An example of fitting a rectangular grid to a smoothly
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curved boundary is shown in Figure 2.11. Finite element and boundary element

methods use isoparametric elements to accurately model curved surfaces.

Figure Z.tr'Lz Modellíng of a curved boundary with a rectdngular TLM mesh.

In practice, the errors caused by the approximation of curved boundaries with a

piece wise straight boundary are only noticeable at high frequencies. At low frequen-

cies the wavelength is large enough so that the inaccuracies in the boundaries are not

resolved. However, at high frequencies the poorly modelled boundary is resolved by

the small wavelength thus producing errors.

Johns and Butler [31] developed a scheme that models curved boundaries. The

scattering events at nodes neighboring the boundaries are reformulated to account for

elemental transmission lines of arbitrary length. Unforn¡nately, the approximations used

in the reformulation of the scattering event are only valid at low frequencies, therefore

not correcting the problem noted above.
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2.2,3, Obtaining Frequency Ðomain R.esults from a T'ime Domain Simulation

To obtain the time domain response of a structure, an ourput point is specified. At

each time step, the desired field quantity is computed from circuit quantities on the

elemental lines. To obtain the frequency response, an impulsive excitation is used and

the desired field quantity is computed and stored at each iteration step. The real and

imaginary parts of the frequency respons e F (Ll llu) are calculated by Fourier transform-

ing the impulse response:

where 1, is the value of the impulse response at the nth time step N is the total

number of iterations. Thus the entire frequency response is obtained from the single

TLM simulation of the model.

2.3. Errors in T'LM Simulations and their Correction

In general, three types of errors are present in a TLM simulation.

1) truncation effor - due to the finite duration of the impuise response

2) velocity error - the dependence of the velocity of propagation through the mesh

on the wavelength (and direction of propagation)

3) coarseness error - the inability of the TLM mesh to resoive highly non uniform

field distriburions

The three goups of errors have been summarized by Hoefer in his review paper [7].

Each error is discussed along with methods for minimization.

*"{o @uL) }=år.", lznn{)

r,"{r ( r},.) }=år sin{2nnf)
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2,3.1,. T'runcation Error

TLM Review

Truncation error occurs only if time domain results a¡e Fourier transformed into

the frequency domain. This error does not occur if only time domain data is required.

The truncation error occurs because the iteration process must be stopped at a finite

point in time. Two methods are used to minimize fruncation erïor. The first method is

to increase the number of iterations at the expense of cpu time. The second is to use a

filter while performing the Fourier transformation. Saguet and Pic have demonstrated

that a Hanning window provides increased accuracy of frequency domain results and a

corresponding decrease in the number of iterations required. to provid,e convergent

results [32].

2.3.2. Velocity Error

Velocity error is due to the dependence of the velocity of waves through the

mesh on both frequency and di¡ection of propagation. The mesh can be considered as

a periodic structure for diagonal and axial propagation. Expressions for the ratio of

phase velocity of waves travelling through the mesh, to the velocity of impulses on the

elemental lines can be determined from analysis of the periodic structure. The velocity

error is not significant at low frequencies A//î"<0.1, because the propagation charac-

teristics of the mesh are independent of frequency and direction. Therefore the electri-

cal size of the problem modelled and frequency range of interest should be considered

during the layout of the TLM simulation space. Dispersive errors in TLM simulations

and time domain methods in general a¡e discussed in Chapter 3.
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2.3.3. Coarseness Eiror

TLM Review

Coarseness error results from the inability of the TLM method to resolve rapid

variations in the field distributions. To reduce this error, a fine mesh can be used to

increase the accuracy of the simulation. However, the use of a fine mesh throughout

the entire problem is unnecessary and results in excessive computational costs. A vari-

able mesh scheme was developed independently by Saguet and Pic t33l and Al-

Mukhtar and Sitch [34],[35]. The variable mesh allows fine discretization in regions

containing rapid field variation and a coarse discretization in regions of slowly varying

fields.

All three errors are present in any TLM simulation and steps should be taken to

minimize them. Truncation error is present in all time domain methods in which

impulsive excitation and Fourier transformation are used to obtain frequency domain

results. Coa¡seness error is present in all numerical methods and is a result of the

discrete nature of computational models. The accuracy of the TLM propagation model

is characterized by the velociry error, or the dispersion characteristic of the method

(discussed in Chapter 3).

2.4. Applications of the TLM Method

The TLM method has been successfully applied to the analysis of transmission

line structures. A comprehensive list of the applications can be found in Hoefer's

review paper [7]. Most of the applications deal with the analysis of microwave cir-

cuits. The TLM method has also been used to perform transient analysis of non-linear

circuits [36],[37] and to solve diffusion problems [27],[28]. This thesis covers rhe

application of the TLM method to electromagnetic scattering problems. Problems of

this nature have not received much attention. The following section provides a review
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of the previous attempts at applying the TLM method to open region problems and

examines the boundary conditions used to terminate the simulation space.

2.4.L. TLM and Open Region Froblems

Pompei et al used the TLM method to examine the group and phase velocity on

microstrip lines [38],[8] and to characterize dipole and microstrip antennas [39]. Two

methods were used to model an infinite simulation space. The first method described

utilizes a sufficiently large mesh so that the iteration process is terminated before the

waves reflected by the imperfect exterior boundaries return to the observation points.

Although this method accurately simulates an infinite mesh, cpu time and storage

requirements are excessive for complicated problems. The second method. used is to

terminate the elemental transmission lines of the model in the intrinsic impedance of

the medium modelled by the mesh (discussed previously). Accurate results are

presented for group and phase velocities on microstrip lines. The impedance and

resonant frequency calculations for the microstrip antennas differed from experimental

and moment method calculations by a few percent t391. An improved mesh termina-

tion condition would increase the accuracy of the results.

Ney and Yue applied the TLM method to two dimensional scattering by a dielec-

tric cylinder [a0]. To match terminate the TLM mesh, they also terminared the elemen-

tai lines in the impedance of the medium modelled by the mesh. Sinusoidal excitation

rather than a pulse was used and results for the scattered field at a single frequency

were presented. Significant elrors were present in the results. Ney and Yue suggest

two reasons for the poor results. The fust reason is the iteration process was ter-

minated before a steady state condition was reached. The second is that the boundary

condition used to terminate the mesh was inaccurate. A significant point made by Ney

and Yue not previously mentioned in the literature, was that termination in the
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impedance of the medium modelled by the mesh, does not provide a reflectionless ter-

mination of the simulation space. This point witl be discussed in Chapter 4.

Ney and Yue made two suggestions to improve the termination condition. The

first suggestion was to modify the impedance values used to terminate the mesh until

no standing waves are observed. This type of scheme would be very inefficient as

several simulations would be required before the impedance values were adjusted to

obtain suitable accuracy. In addition, re-adjustment of impedance values would be

required for each new frequency selected or scattering object. The second suggestion

made by Ney and Yue was to use a¡tificia-l walls consisting of nodes loaded with per-

mittivity and conductivity stubs, to gradually absorb the outgoing waves. This type of

scheme was investigated by Taflove and Brodwin in the early development of FDTD

methods for scattering applications [41]. At the mesh boundary, Taflove and Brodwin

suggest using linearly increasing values of conductivity to gradually absorb the outgo-

ing radiation. The distance required to absorb the waves was found to be of the order

of one waveiength. This is an unacceptably large distance for use with FDTD and

TLM algorithms as excessive cpu time and memory storage would be required for

such distances. Recently, these types of absorbing boundary conditions have received

attention among FDTD researchers. Taflove and Umashanka¡ 1421, and, Taflove and

Strickel [43] have investigated the use of electric and magnetic losses to absorb outgo-

ing waves. A wave absorber placed around the exterior of the mesh is synthesized in

non physical layers of varying permittivity, permeability, and electric and magnetic

conductivities adjusted using non linear optimization. ln addition, Yoshida and Fukai

[44] have used absorbing materials along the outside edges of the mesh as absorbing

boundary conditions. This type of termination is not suitable in this investigation

because it is only effecrive over a narrow bandwidth.
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German et al :used the TLM method to perform full wave analysis of passive

microstrip components [45] and microstrip antennas [46]. They state ',... very highty

absorbing continuation boundaries" 146] and "... perfectty absorbing bounclary condi-

tions" [45] have been developed, however, references or details regarding the boundary

conditions are not included. In addition, the authors state "... reflectionless truncatton

of the problem space is straightforv¿ard" [46] and the conditions developed are for use

with graded and anisorropic meshes. The work performed by Ney and yue [40], by

Pompei et al 138), and the results presented in Chapter 6 indicate that reflectionless

termination of the problem space is not straightforward. It is likely that German et al

have used the traditional match termination procedure and have extended this to graded

and anisoropic meshes. Such conditions are less than perfectly absorbing, indicating

that the results reported could be improved upon.

Johns et al have applied the TLM method to examine three dimensional scattering

problems [26]. The purpose of the paper [26] was to appiy the three dimensional sym-

metric condensed node (introduced in a companion paper [25]) to various electromag-

netic field problems. The electromagnetic pulse (EMP) response of an F-l11 aircraft

was examined. Time domain results for the axial current density on the top face of

the fuselage are given. Results reported agree with measurements and finite difference

simulations. Again, termination of the elemental lines in the impedance of the medium

modelled by the eiemental transmission lines is used to terminare the TLM space.

The research reviewed represents initial investigations of the TLM merhod, ro rhe

solution of unbounded field problems. All of the researchers indicare the TLM method

is a simpie yet powerfull tool for the analysis of elecrromagnetic field problems. The

accuracy and efficiency of TLM simulations of open region field problems can be

increased by improving the absorbing boundary condirions used to model an infinite

space.
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The TLM method simulates electromagnetic fields in both space and time. In this

chapter, TLM is compared with two other methods also capable of simulating elec-

tromagnetic fields in space and time, the Finite Difference-Time Domain method (FD-

TD) and Beregeron's method. The FD-TD method as developed by Yee [2] is based

on difference approximations of Maxwell's equations. The method has been success-

fully applied to a variety of problems as suûrmanzed by Taflove [47]. Some previous

comparisons of the TLM and FD-TD methods have been made in the past [48]. The

relationship in two dimensions is thoroughly investigated in this chapter. Beregeron's

method or the Spatial Network Method (SNM), as developed by Yoshida and Fukai

ll7l,l44l is theoretically similar to the TLM method, as it is based on the equivalent

circuit of Maxwell's equations. Its relationship with the TLM method and the accuracy

of lumped element models of Maxwell's equations is discussed.

The FD-TD method has been extensively and successfully applied to open region

problems while the TLM method has only recently been applied to such problems.

Establishing relationships between similar numerical methods will allow developments

made in one method to be more easily applied to the other, helping researchers using

either method.
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Chapter 3 TLM and Simila¡ Methods

3.tr" ComparÍson of Tl-M and FÐ-TD

In this section the relationship between the TLM and FD-TD methods is exam-

ined. A ¡eview of previous comparisons of TLM and FD-TD merhods is provided

along with a brief review of the FD-TD method in two dimensions. The relationship

between the two methods is established in two ways. First, by showing that the TLM

method can be operated in such a way that it satisfies the FD-TD equations in two

dimensions (as stated by Johns for th¡ee dimensional simulations [48]). Second, by

deriving dispersion relations for the methods in a medium with arbitrary permittivity

and conductivity and determining the conditions for which the dispersion relations are

identical. Both comparisons explicitly show the relationship between the two methods.

3.L.L. Previous Comparisons of TLM and FD-TD

Previous comparisons of TLM and finite difference methods in electromagnetics

[48] and in diffusion problems l27l,l28l have involved the complete solution of a

problem including boundary conditions. In this chapter the emphasis is placed on wave

propagation mechanisms by examining individual nodes.

In previous comparisons the formulation of the TLM method is expressed as,

kY' = S ¿V' (3.1)

and

¿+tV'= C tVt (3.2)

where oVt and pY' ate the vectors of the incident and reflected voltages at all nodes

at time step ,t, S is the scattering event involving all nodes in the mesh, and C is the

connection marrix describing how nodes are connected to each other (including boun-

dary conditions). These two equations include all information required to solve the

transmission line model, including boundary conditions.
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Johns has shown mathematically that for TLM and finite difference simulations to

be equivalent, the connection matrix C must satisfy CC='[. 127]. This means physi-

cally that boundary conditions in the TLM model a¡e expressed in terms of field quan-

tities only as is the case in finite difference algorithms. This is not the usual way of

specifying boundary conditions in a TLM simulation. In TLM simulations boundaries

are located half way between nodal locations and operate by means of reflection

coefficients (as discussed in Chapter 2). However, for an arbitrary boundary termina-

tion, the TLM description consisting of reflection and transmission coefficients can not

be expressed in terms of the field quantities alone, and therefore does not correspond

to a condition that can be incorporated into FD-TD simulations. Although the two

methods are shown to propagate waves in the same manner, the entire simulation is

not identical because of the unique specification of boundary conditions for each

method.

3.I.2. Comparison of Time Stepping Procedures

The previous comparisons of the TLM and FD-TD methods have required the

formulation of the TLM method in terms of global scattering and connection matrices.

In this section, the relationship is established by examining the scattering and transfer-

ring of individual impulses on small goups of nodes over a few iterarion steps.

Although the comparison techniques are simplistic, they allow better visualization of

how the scattering of impulses off transmission line junctions and. transferral to adja-

cent nodes satisfies the FD-TD equations. Comparison of the methods through exami-

nation of individual nodes is considered to be important because most developments

are implemented at the level of individual nodes. Establishing relationships at the level

of individual nodes will help the transfer of developments between merhods.
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3.L.2.1. Review of the FD-T'Ð Method

An extensive review of the TLM method was presented in the previous chapter.

The following is a brief description of the FD-TD method. A detailed discussion of

the algorithm can be found in [2] and [41]. Sufficient detail is provided to allow fami-

liarity with the merhod.

The original paper describing the FD-TD method was wrirren by Yee in 1966 [2].

A concise description of the FD-TD algorithm used to model two dimensional elec-

tromagnetic fields for transverse electric (TE) propagation can be found in a recent

paper by Blaschak and Kriegsmann [49]. Maxwell's equations for two dimensional TE

propagation independent of the z direction are,

ð8, ðH,---:----
ðy Þ! ðt

ð8, ðH,
^-rdx òt

9!L-u!, =68-+ryt-ôx òy --z òt

The FD-TD algorithm discretizes equations (3.3) in both space and time using

lowing central difference expression,

'[,.+]-'[,-+ o(an)2

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

(3.3c)

the fol-

(3.4)
òf_
ðn a11

In order to apply the difference expression to equations (3.3) the electric and magnetic

field components are placed at half space increments from each other and evaluated at

alternate time steps [2]. The physical layout of the posirions at which field componenrs

are defined are shown in Figure 3.1 1491.
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Figure 3.x.2 Physícal layout of field quantíties on a two dimenstonal FD-TD
grid [49].

Considering a non conductive medium (o=0) equation (3.4) can be used to

discretize equations (3.3),

n)*Yg,y+LI) - E:*f @,r) H:*^'(x'v+#) - Hi(x,r*î)

^y 
=-l'l & (3'5a)

p)**@+nt,y) - p)*f (x,y) _ ,, 
ni*^'(x+î,v) - ai@+î,v)

Lx --p N (3.sb)
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nitx+#,y) - ai(x-l,y)
Lx

TLM and Simiiar Methods

u:<r,y+î> - u:f, ,y -îl
Ay

-¿

The space steps in the x and y

the time step Ar must be chosen

,* Lt ,- At

{'rçx,v) - E; T@,y)
(3.5c)

directions are chosen to be equal (A-r=Ày=Ai ), and

to satisfy the Courant stability limit [41],

at. 1
Ll - ^lùc

Equations (3.5) can be re-arranged in order ro obtain

(

Hi*o,(*,, *î, = H l@, *î) - # 14. 
* o,;,+a/)

,-Lt I
- E;'T@,y)) e.7a)

(3.6)

(3.7b)

(3.7c)

ui*^'{x+!,y)=Hj(x*î,r). # lr).f o*Lt,y)- E:*f (*,y)

n',.of ç*,y) = E)-f @,y) *

#lrt{,+!,t) - Hia -+ ¡ ) + H i(x,, -î¡ - Hi(*,r.#, 
I)

Expressions (3.7) relate the field quantities at a pafiicular time srep ro field quantities

at previous time steps. This enables the creation of a simple algorithm to iterativeiy

calculate the field distribution in space as time progresses.

This scheme and its extension to three dimensions has generically become known

in the electrical engineering literature as the Finite Difference Time Domain (FD-TD)

method. Mathematically it is a finite difference algorithm using difference approxima-

tions of second order accuracy and a leap frog time stepping procedure 1501.
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3.tr.2.2. Modified T'LM Scheme

Ez

Hx

Hy

and in terrns of the incident pulses on the

=V,

--It

- I,

rransmission line model as,

E, = Lçvir+v,2+v\+vto)
' z', ', L '

TLM and Similar Methods

(3.8)

(3.e)

(3.10a)

(3.10b)

(3.10c)

(3.1 1a)

(3.11b)

(3.1 1c)

The two dimensional TLM shunt node developed by Johns and Akhtarzad,l2I) to

model equations (3.3) is discussed in Chapter 2. The open circuit srub of cha¡acteristic

admittance Yo, and match terminated stub of cha¡acteristic admittance Go, are used to

model the permittivity and conductivity of the medium respectively. The media proper-

ties of the medium modelled by a mesh of these nodes are,

Consider a TLM mesh conforming to a discretized coordinare system (i A/,iÂl) in the

x-y plane, where i and j represent discretized coordinates in the x and y directions

respectively. Each iteration step corresponds to a progression in time of Âr. In the ori-

ginal formulation of the TLM method [6] the field quantities are defined in rime, when

pulses are incident on the node (r = n A,t) and in space ar rhe cenrre of nodes (i LI ,j LI).

The field quantities are defined in terms of the circuit quantities as,

Ivl
E, =Zlt. o 

J

"=*€

- r'r

- vta

_ ., ¡
- v3

= v'z

Hx

H)

where vl, vL, v\, vL are incident pulses at a node at a particulil iteration step [6].
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In the original TLM formulation, electric and magnetic field quanriries are defined

at the same point in time and at the same point in space. Consider the following

changes to the definitions of field quanrities.

1) The electric field (Er) is defined in space at the cenrre of the nodes

x=i\'l,y-i\l, but half a time step after pulses appear on rhe branches of the

node /= (n+112)Lt, or in other words an infinitesimally small time step prior to

the scattering event.

2) The magnetic fields (H,Hy) are defined in time when pulses first appear on rhe

branches of a node (n\,t), and in space at positions where adjacent vertical and

horizontal nodes join (H, defined ar x=(i+lrz)Ll ,y= jLr; H, defined at

x=i d,l ,y=Ç+l/2)Al).

The relationships of the field quantities and circuit quanriries (3.10) remain. These

changes do not affect the operation of the node, but only the manner in which field

quantities a¡e defined in terms of the voltage impulses. Note that the new definitions

for field quantities correspond in space and time to those used in FD-TD simulations

shown in Figure 3.1.

The group of five nodes in Figure 3.2 can be used to illustrate the modified

scheme. Consider this group of nodes as part of a larger mesh. The nodes ale num-

bered from 1 to 5 as shown and branch numbers correspond to the orientation given in

Figure 2.6. The permittivity and loss stubs have been omitted for simplicity. To dis-

tinguish distinct pulses on different nodes, the following terminology is used. A pulse

defined as v!,,^ refers to the pulse incident on branch m of. node n at time t. If a

pulse is not an incident pulse (i.e., a reffected pulse) it is stated so explicitly.

At time step r pulses first appear on the branches of the nodes (see Figure 3.2(a)).

The electric fi.eld is not defined at this time step. The magnetic fields H, and H, are

defined at this time step and spatiaily at locations A,B; and C,D respecrively as,
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(3.12a)

(3.12b)

(3.12c)

(3.rzd)

Note that magnetic fields a¡e defined using impulses on adjacent nodes. In the original

scheme, fields are always defined using pulses on the same node.

At time step /= to+Lt12 (just before the scattering event takes place) pulses have

reached the cen[e of the nodes (see Figure 3.2(b)). The electric ñelds are defined at

this point in time using (3.11a). The electric field at nodal location 1 is,

HjØ¡ - - It(A) = - (u'r,r -v\,2)

utrfC) = - Iy(C) = - (u\,-v\,s)

Hj(B) = Ix(B ) = (v\,2-rL,¿)

Hj (D ) = I*(D ) = (vL,z-v\,¿)

t+N
n)* r çro de l) = V, (no de U = | f, \,t + v,t,z * r,r,3 * u,t,+) (3.12)

The definition of E, at nodes Z, 3, 4, and 5 is defined in the same manner. After the

scattering event takes place, the scattered pulses travel away from the cenfte of the

nodes and at time r+Ar, new pulses v!r*)'ue incident on the nodes. The new pulses

are the reflected pulses from adjacent nodes at the previous time step. The magnetic

field quantities É1, and H, are again defined at locations A,C and B,D respectively

using (3.12).

The modifications to the TLM scheme are not to suggest a new way of operating

the mesh in practice. The modifications are used to show how the TLM algorithm can

be operated in such a way that it will satisfy the difference approximations (3.7) to

Maxwell's equations.
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(b)(a)

(c)

Figure 3.2: Operatt^o! oî a group of five TLM nodes through one time step (a)

time t, (b) time ,*î, and (c) tíme t+L,t.
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3.1,.2.3, Equivalence of Modified T'{,M and FD-TD

In this section the difference approximations (3.7) to Maxwell's equations are

obtained by examining the operation of the modified TLM scheme. Consider the

goup of two nodes shown in Figure 3.3. These two nodes are again considered to be a

part of a larger TLM mesh. Node 1 is located ãtx=xo,!=Jo, and node 2 is located

at x=xo,y=yo*Al. At time / (see Figure 3.3(a)), Hj is defined at x:xo,y=yo*AI12

as,

u j(xo,r,*î) = vtz.t - v,1,3

At time t=t*Al12 (see Figure 3.3(b)), E, at nodes 1 and 2 as,

t*At t ( I
n)' '(*o Jo) = å |."1,, t v\.2 + v'r,¡ * r\,0)

and,

n',* 
of 

çr",yo+al) = + lri,, * v'z,z + ,'2,3 + ,,2,a)

(3.t+¡

(3.15)

(3.16)

At time r*Ar (see Figure 3.3(c)), the value of H, atx=xo,!=!o+A,l12 as,

H i*o, (* o J "++) - u,i*.ro, - r,rl^,
2 , L¡L ';t (3.L7)

The incident pulses vtfl\t and vr1l^t are the reflected pulses from adjacent nodes at the

previous time step,

vt2+r^t (incident) = v\,r(ref tected) (3.18a)

v\+NtQncident) - v\,1Qef lected) (3.18b)

These reflected pulses are expressed in terms of the incident pulses at time r at nodes

1 and 2 as,
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and

respectively. Therefore the value

incident pulses on nodes I and 2

yields,

,'f.f' = vtç(ref lected) [ui,, * v'r.2 -ui,3 + ui,aJ

u't!1' = vt2,1Qef tected,) = +l - v'z,t + v'z,z + r'2,3 + r'2,a)

^rl .of H j*^t(x" lo+î)
L

at time t. Substituting

1

2

TLM and Similar Methods

(3.19a)

(3.1eb)

can be written in terms of

equations (3.19) into (3.17)

(3.20)

Hl*^'Go,y.++) = +) 2/ 2

Expanding the right hand side,

Hi*o'(*or"*l) = v'z,t-v\,t * å l."1,, *vt1,2*vî,:+ v'1,4-vL,t-vL,z-rL,r-r,r,o)

and recognizing expressions for H, at time r and E, atn^" r*! yields

Hj*o'(*o,r"*î) = Hj(xo,r"*î) -lr:*(ro,ro+ay) - e)*f @o,yo)

[" ï,, 
* r'r,2 - v'r,3 * v'r,4 * v L,t - v,z,z - u,r,, - r,r,o)

to

which is equivalent to the difference approximation (3.7a) with p=1 and ArlÂy=1.
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time=r+^r/2

time=t+At

(c)

Figure 3.3: operation of two nodes adjacent ín the y direction at (a) rime r ,

(b) time ,*;, and (c) rime r+^r

ï*
+

L*

G)

r_

Equation (3.7b) is obtained in the same manner, by considering rwo nodes adjacent to

each other in the x direction. Hi*^t(xo*î,r.) can be written in terms of incident

at ,, Lt ,, At
pulses ar rime r. Expressions for Hj(x"*îr"), E:*Tlxo+al,!o), and, E)*î@o,yo)
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are written in terms of incident impulses at

aj*^,{x,+!J) = ajø"+!,!o) *

which is equivalent to the difference approximarion (3.6b) again

Equation (3.7c) is obtained by considering a group of five

Figure 3.2. The electric field at node I at time t+A,t 12 is

u',* f (r.,t o) = I l, i,, +v t1,2+v t1,3*" 
i,o 

J

and the electric field at node 2 at time t-Lt 12 is

í,- 
of 

6",!o) = T lr'r-,t' .v\-Nt+v\-7^' *r\-,î,)

v\3Qncident) - yt-r&t Qef lected)

vt2,4Qncident) = v\-rat Qef lected)

v\,, (íncident) - v\-Nt Qef tected)

vta,2(incident) - vt;4^t (ref lected)

time r and yield,

I ,*o: ,-Lt
ln)' 

T {x,+AI ,y) - E;- , (ro,yo)
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(3.2r)

with ¡1=1 and At 
=1.

Ay

nodes configured as in

(3.23)

A property of the scattering matrix of the TLM node is either incident or reflected

pulses can be used in the definition for the electric field. Use of either will result in

identical E, vaiues. In expressions (3.22) and (3.23) the pulses a¡e considered as

reflected pulses. The reflected pulses on node 1 at time t-A,t become incident pulses

on adjacent nodes at time t.

(3.22)

(3.24a)

(3.24b)

Q.Zac)

(3.24d)

,- Lt
The electric field E;' ' at node 1 is expressed in teÍns of incident pulses on adjacent

nodes as
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t+N '1 r
Er- T {xoJo) = i lr'^,, + v\,t

îlrt@+!,t> - n;ø-!,t>)

+ u'2,¿ * 
"!,, ]

(3.2s)

The difference betwee n E:**@oro) and, E)-*(ro,ro) can be wrirren as

'-Lt ' At
n)' '@.,Jo) - e)- , (r. ,!o) =

r( l
Z ["î,t +v\,2+vl3+vtr,o-v\,2-rL,¿-v\, -vL.,l G.26)

Using the definitions for magnetic fieid quantities in (3.I2), (3.26) can be re-written in

terms of fie1d quantities alone as,

t+at t-At
ErT (x,!) - Err (* J) =

(3.27)

which is equivalent to (3.7c) with e=2 and LIILI=\. As expected, the grid of

transmission lines simulates a space characterized by lL=I, e=2. The apparent violation

of the stability criterion *=* required by the FD-TD algorithm [41] is discussedLY "'l2c

in section 1.3.3 of this chapter.

3.L.3. Comparison By Propagation Analysis

The previous sections have shown that the TLM method can be operated in a

manner that will satisfy difference approximations to Maxwell's equations. In this sec-

tion the characteristic equations governing wave propagation in the TLM and FD-TD

methods are compared. In general, time domain numerical methods capable of simu-

lating wave propagation do not propagate waves ideally, because approximations a¡e

required in the formulation of the method. These enors a¡e either dispersive (waves at

different frequencies travel at different speeds causing waveforms to change shape as

- îl"r''r*î) - Hi(*,v-+)
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Chapter 3 TLM and Similar Methods

they propagate) or dissipative (waves are attenuated as they propagate) [50]. Both

errors can be present in a time domain propagation model, however the TLM and FD-

TD methods cause dispersive errors only. A characteristic equation can be derived

from the propagation model that governs wave propagation in the method. For non-

dissipative models this equation is called the dispersion relation. A general discussion

of dispersion relations for finite difference models of the wave equaúon can be found

in [50].

The dispersion relation is derived by substituting an exacr soiution to the govern-

ing differential equation into the approximate equation of the model. For the case of

finite difference approximations to the wave equation, representation of an ideal plane

wave travelling at an arbitrary direction is substituted into the difference approximation

to the wave equation. The dispersion relations for both the FD-TD and TLM merhods

are derived for an arbirrary medium. From these relations it can again be shown under

what conditions the propagation mechanisms are identical.

3.1.3.1. Dispersion Relation of FD-TD Method

Maxwell's equations for two dimensional TE propagation as given in (3.3) can be

combined to yield the lossy wave equation,

The above differential equation can be discretized using the difference expressions,

ð'8, ð'8, à8, ðrE,

arr, 
* 

ur, -oP ò, *'P 
ar,

r rn**) - 2f 01) + / (q-+)
ò2f 

=
ðr|t

(3.28)

o(^r)2 (3.29a)

and

Lr12
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{=¡rn*ît-¡rn**>ù ar1

Applying (3.29) to both space and time derivatives in

increments Ax=Ay=A/ equation (3.28) becomes,

TLM and Similar Methods

o(An)2

(3.28) and using

(3.29b)

equal space

+

E'; (xo+AI,to) - zn)' @o,J o) * E). {xo-AJ,yo)

N2

E'r" @o,yo+AJ) - 2E:" (xo,lo) + E'; (xo,yo-LI)

+rl.r (3.30)

(3.31)

A solution of equation (3.28) can be wrimen as

E, = ¿ i at + YcosQx+lsinSY

which represents a plane wave traveling through the medium charactenzed, by a com-

plex propagation constant y=a+jB at an angle Q to the x axis. Inserting solution

(3.31) into the difference approximation (3.30), along with canceiling common rerrns

and using trigonometric identities, the following relationship is obtained

,'n¡z Ycos0Â/ * ,in¡z Tsin0A t . oud,l2 sinarÂr 
^,, Nz ^.-2 cùÂr

z z -=l'-N-'-- -eF*sin"; (3'32)

For the case of a non conductive medium (cl=0), (3.32) reduces to the familiar result

ts0l.

-. r Bcos0Â/ r ßsinôA/ N2 r oArsln"=!- + stn' ,: = 0l-l ^ sin"; (3.33)

The above relationships govern the manner in which the second order leap frog
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scheme propagates waves.

TLM and Simila¡ Methods

3.L.3.2. Propagation Analysis of the TI-M l{ode

Johns and Brewitt-Taylor [19] have applied the concept of determining the disper-

sion relation to TLM models and have referred to it as propagation analysis. The

same technique that is used to calculate dispersion relations is applied, but instead of

substituting the analytical solution of the lossy wave equation into a difference approx-

imation, it is substituted into an equation governing the behavior of voltages on rhe

transmission line model. Johns and Brewitt-Taylor have performed propagation

analysis of a two dimensional shunt node without permittivity and conductivity stubs

[19]. In this section propagation analysis of a two dimensional shunt node complete

with permittivity and conductivity stubs is performed. As well, the analysis is given in

terms of basic transmission line circuit theory, simplifying the analysis of Johns and

Brewitt-Taylor [19].

The two dimensional node complete with permittivity and loss stubs is shown in

Figure 2.6. In order to occupy the same a¡ea of space as the difference approximation

(3.29) the arms of the node are extended to the centre of adjacent nodes. Considering

the operation of this node in a time harmonic situation, the node can be analyzed using

simple transmission line theory and superposition. Exciting the node with v 1 and

suppressing nodes 2,3, and 4, the equivalent circuit of the node is shown in Figure 3.4.
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Chapter 3 TLM and Simila¡ Methods

Zo, Ll

Figure 3.4: E.quívalent circuit of Tllut shunt node loaded with permittiviry and
loss stubs. All branches except branch I are termínated in a shòrt circuit. Note
that the intrinsíc impedance Zo ís assumed to equal 1.0

The load impedance ZL is made up of three short circuit stubs of length A/ and unit

characteristic impedance, one open circuit stub of length LI12 and characteristic admit-

tance Yo, and one match terminated line with a characteristic admittance of Go, all in

parallel. The impedance Z7 is expressed as,

of'

Yo , LUZ
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Simple transmission line theory can be

vt=v]

or solving for v 51 ,

z'=|Ffo" +iYotunff+c"] '

TLM and Simila¡ Methods

(3.34)

(3.35a)

used to write [18],

cosßÂ/ * lsinÊA/ I'zL)

(3.3sb)

Noting the symmetry of the node, and applying the principle of superposition, the vol-

tage v 5 can be expressed as a summation of the voltages v ! as,

(3.36a)

where vl =
cosPA/ . ry

and substituting the expres sion for Z7 and using trigonometric

(3.36) become,

(3.36b)

identities equation

þrr,=r, Ior,"oo, 
-zy'"rry +i Gosinp^/ 

]
(3.37)

Equation (3.37) governs the behavior of voltages on the rransmission line model. A

plane wave traveling through space at an angle Q to the x axis is given by (3.31). This

plane wave travels through the TLM mesh as a voltage wave with the exact solution

being

Y51 =

4
v 5= lvl

n=l

which leads ro

cospa/ * i sTÞA/
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v, =vo ¿ittt + lcossx+Finôy (3.3g)

Substituting (3.38) into (3.37) along with cancelling common rerns and using ri-
gonometric identities, the following expression is obtained

,in¡2YcosoÂ/ * ,,nnzysi;Oa/ = jlsnp at + 2[t . ?]
. "ßLlsln- ' (3.3e)

where T=a+i B and Go andYo are defined in (3.8) and (3.9). If a medium with zero

conductivity is considered (o= Go=Q) (3.39) reduces to the result obtained by Johns

and Brewitt-Taylor [19].

. rBcosôAl .."ßsinóA/Srn"''+slnh¿l___--f--22
p^/
2

= t l,*! 1,,,,L 4) (3.40)

3.tr.3.3. Equivalence of Propagation Characteristics

Although the propagation characteristics of both the two dimensional TLM node

and FD-TD method are well known [19],[20], [50], the equivalence between the two

methods has not been established. In this section the equivalence between dispersion

relations is established. In addition, the difference between modelling philosophies and

the implications regarding the FD-TD stability factor [41] are discussed. Examining

equations (3.39) and (3.31), the conditions under which rhe TLM and FD-TD

correspond are defined by,

Lt= 1

,=rlr*!t]
l4)

Go
$=-

p
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(3.41)and at=1
AI

From the conditions above it appears that the TLM algorithm violates the stability

criterion (3.6) for FD-TD simulations [41]. This should nor cause any concem as the

stability of the TLM algorithm has been established [27]. The apparent violation of

the stability criterion is caused by the difference in modelling philosophies between the

two methods. In TLM simulations the reference medium to which media properties are

normalized is that of the elemental transmission lines. The medium mod,elled by the

mesh does not represent a normalized free space, the properties of the elemental

transmission line represent a normalized free space. In expression (3.6), c refers to

the free space velocity of waves through the FD-TD mesh, and for a normalized simu-

lation space c=1. However, in a TLM mesh the free space velocity of waves is

c=If[i. The stability criterion as applied to TLM simulations shouldbe written as,

(3.42)

and therefore FD-TD and TLM algorithms correspond when the FD-TD algorithm is

operated at the upper limit of its stabitity range.

Operating the FD-TD algorithm at its stability limit has benefits in rhar the

amount of dispersion introduced by the algorithm is minimum for all d,irections of pro-

pagation [51]. As well, for certain test cases, simulations indicate that accuracy is

optimal [52].

Johns has discussed the significance of comparisons and the philosophy behind

the two methods [48]. The two methods a¡e distinct in that they are based on different

ideas. The TLM method is based on a model for wave propagation realized as a mesh

of intersecting transmission lines and the FD-TD method is based on marhemarical

differencing. It is interesting to fi¡d that distinct concepts prod.uce equivalent numerical

methods.

4lg1
AI
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Beregeron's method is theoretically similar to the TLM method as it is based on

the equivalent circuit of Maxwell's equations. The TLM method provides an exact

solution to a transmission line model, while Beregeron's method provides a numerical

solution to a lumped element model using a trapezoid rule integration scheme t17].

Applications of this method have been in the a¡ea of transient analysis of microstrip

discontinuities [17],[53],[54] and more recently to investigare the behavior of perfectly

conducting targets coated with absorbing materials [55],[44].

Johns and Brewitt-Taylor have performed propagation analysis of both transmis-

sion line and the lumped element models of Maxwell's equations [19].

Consider the lumped element and transmission line models in Figure 2.2(a) anð,

Figure 2.4 respectively. The nodal equations for voltages on rhe lumped element and

transmission line models a¡e [19] respectively,

Chapter 3

3.2. T'f-N,l and Benegerones Method

TLM and Similar Methods

(3.43)

(3.44)

4

Z, n = j ap,Ll2(o+jroe)v 5
n=l

4^,
Lr, = ssinrr2{$)v5

n=1

where,

f = +(o,+7coe)

If the sinh2 term in (3.44) is expanded into an infinite series and only the fust term of

the infinite series is retained, equation (3.44) is reduced to (3.43). This implies rhe

lumped element model is an approximation of the transmission line model. Substitut-

ing the exact solution of a plane wave travelling through the medium (as was done in

sections 4 and 5) ihe dispersion relations are obtained ior the iumped element network,
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and the transmission line network,

. tTlcAI oIrcAIsrn- Iv cosQ + srn" , slnq -

and for the transmission line network,

sin-1(?i#)

TLM and

f."ru I
l-i- J

Similar Methods

(3.4s)

(3.48)

sin2{fcosQ + sin2frf sinQ = z rin,ffi G.46)

To examine propagation parallel to an axis of the mesh, 0=0 is substituted into

(3.45) and (3.46). From the resulting equations a raúo of v lc can be found for the

lumped element network,

(3.47)
v L,l

;= nT

vLI
CIL

The cha¡acteristics (3.47) and (3.48) are plotted in Figure 3.5. To examine diagonal

propagation through the mesh, Q=45o is substituted into (3.45) and (3.46). From the

resulting equations a ratio of v lc can be found for the lumped element network,

vnLI 1

,--El (3.4e)

and the transmission line network,

v-r
c-'

The characteristics (3.49) and (3.50) are plotted in Figure 3.6.

(3.50)

-r= . n\,l .vZSln( 

- 

)'^lÐt'
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- 
tlrne network 0 zero

- - lumped_elemenl_O zero

()
0.80
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0.00 0.09 0.18 0.26 0.35

(mesh spacing)/lambda

F igure 3.5: Ratio of velociry of propagation and free space velocíry for the t-
Iine and lumped element network for diagonal propagation
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Figure 3.6: Ratio of velocíry of propagarion and free space velociry in rline
and lumped element network propagation parallel to a mesh axis
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Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 indicate waves travelling in the transmission line network

experience less dispersion than those in the lumped element network. For propagation

at 45o to a mesh axis, waves in the nansmission line network travel with no dispersion

at all. In general, for all angles of propagation the transmission line model is con-

sistently more accurate than the lumped element model [19].
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This chapter outlines the application of the TLM method to two dimensional

scattering problems. In the first section of this chapter, the configuration of the mesh is

discussed. To accurately model incident and scattered fields, a method that separates

scattered fields from total fields is implemented. This scheme has been used in FD-TD

programs [4],[5] and is reformulated in terms of a time domain equivalence principle

in order to achieve implementation into TLM simulations. In the second section,

absorbing boundary conditions are presented. An absorbing boundary condition to

match terminate a TLM mesh is developed, however, it does not lend itself to practical

implementation for an arbitrary scattering problem. Absorbing boundary conditions for

use with FD-TD simulations have been extensively investigated. Since the relationship

between the FD-TD and TLM methods has been discussed in the previous chapter, one

class of FD-m absorbing boundary conditions will be applied to TLM simulations.

The last section of this chapter discusses the calculation of scattered far field patterns

from near field patterns. The efficiency of various techniques applied to calculated. f¡e-

quency domain scattered fa¡ field patterns is also considered.
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Chapter 4 TLM and Scattering Problems

4.X. Configuration of the Mesh

The problem considered in this thesis is shown in Figure 4.1. The scatrerer is

considered as infinite in the z direction and illuminated by an E polarized plane wave.

The fields in the region at an arbitrary point in time consist of both scattered and

incident fields (i.e., Ejotol-Bscattered*Birrcident¡. only a z component of the electric

field and x and y components of the magnetic field are present. The presence of these

field components has been described in previous chapters as TE propagation because

the electric field is transverse to the direction of propagarion [56]. The situation

described in Figure 4.1 is referred to as TM scattering because the magnetic f,eld is

ffansverse to the axis of the scatterer [57]. The outline of the scarrerer is given by the

contour.S in Figure 4.1. A perfectly conducting cylinder is modelled by placing

reflection coefficients (f=-1.0) to best fit the contour S. Dielectric cylinders are

modelled by loading nodes within the contour S with permittivity stubs. The incident

plane wave is modelled by placing impulses along a line x=xe.

To model the problem in Figure 4.1, the TLM mesh must be truncated to limit

the infinite simulation space surrounding the scatterer along the lines

x=x¡,x=x2,!=Jt and y-y2. One possible choice is to use absorbing conditions on

all exterior boundaries to accurately model the outgoing scanered field. However,

along the boundaries y=y L,!=lz absorbing boundary conditions would interfere with

the incident plane wave. An ideal plane wave travelling along the x axis is infinite in

extent in they direction, therefore magnetic walls are required along !=!tandy-y2.
Absorbing boundary conditions placed along all exterior boundaries accurately models

the scattered fields but interferes with the incident field. Therefore, this formulation

models scattering by something other than an ideal plane wave. Clearly, if the incident

field is inaccurate the final results will not be accurate.
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)'=)'z --l

'1_

. mesh boundary

X excitation points

__t
X=Xe X=XZ

Figure 4.1: Two dimensíonal scattering problem: arbitrary shape, arbitrary
material properties.

A second choice of boundary conditions is to place magnetic walls along

! =! r, y =y 2 and absorbing boundary conditions along x= x y x= xz. This formulation

accurately models an incident plane wave, however the scattered fields are not

absorbed by the magnetic walls and inaccurate scattered fields result. Ney and Yue

[40] have used this scheme to model two dimensional scattering problems. To reduce

the errors introduced to the scattered field by the magnetic walls, the simulation space

was extended in the y direction. The mesh was made sufficientiy large so that

reflections from the magnetic walls do not reach the ouþut points before the iteration

process stops. This scheme provides accurate modelling at the expense of cpu time and

memory storage requirements. A formulation of the TLM method is required that

allows excitation of the scatterer with an accurate incident field while applying absorb-

ing boundary conditions to only the scattered fields.
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A formulation of this type has been developed for the FD-TD merhod by

Merewether et al [58] and by Umashankar and Taflove [5]. Merewether describes the

formulation as a numerical Huygen's source scheme and Umashanka¡ and Taflove

describe the formulation as a separation of total and scattered fields. The implementa-

tions above are developed explicitly for use with FD-TD simulations and are based on

the equivalence principle. Although the relationship between TLM and FD-TD has

been discussed in the previous Chapter, due to the difference between the basic algo-

rithms (difference approximations versus scattering of impulses off transmission line

junctions) the formulations in the references given above are nor applicable to TLM

simulations. Harrington provides a description of the equivalence principle for time

harmonic steady state fields [57], including a circuit theory analogue. Because the

TLM method is essentially a time domain circuit simulation, the purpose of the next

section is to develop an analogue of the equivalence principle applicable ro the excita-

tion of electrical networks in the time domain.

4.1,.1,. Time Domain Equivalence Principle

Consider the circuit shown in Figure 4.2 consisting of a source network S con-

nected to a load network L by n ídeal transmission lines. Examining the excitation of

this network allows the development of the required formularion. To allow simplified

adaptation to TLM simulations, the foilowing assumptions regarding the nature of the

network are made:

the load network L consists of passive frequency independent components,

the source network ^s consists of passive frequency independent com-

ponents and ideal independent voltage sources, and

the ideal independent voltage sources in S produce impulsive excitation.

1)

2)

3)
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If the sources in ^S are energized at time t=0, at a future point in time, pulses will be

travelling throughout both networks and between them on the n ideal transmission

lines. An impulse travelling from L to ,S is considered as a reflected impulse, and on

the jth transmission line these impulses are defined as vi|). An impulse rravelling

from S to I on the ith transmission line is a superposition of impulses originating

from the sources within S and re-reflections of impulses v/(r ) reflected. back to L . This

rain of impulses travelling from ,S to L is defined as vj(r).

sou¡ce network S load network L

ff-

7 --fl
3

4

n

ideal independent voltage source

passive frequency independent element

o
[]

Figure .4.2: Elecffical network used to formulate the time domain equivalence
princtple.

Two methods of providing an equivalent excitation to the load network L are

considered. Both require that the impulse trains, vi|) andvtj|)be known from either

previous simulations or a simultaneous simulation.
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Method tr:

TLM and Scattering P¡oblems

The source network ^S is removed and matched sources are connected to the n

transmission lines as shown in Figure a3@). The source function used. to excite the

¡th line is vj(r), for all n transmission lines. A matched source is used to absorb any

pulses reflected by L.The re-reflection of these pulses from S in the original problem

back into L are accounted for by the source functions vj(t).

Method 2:

An alternative excitation of the load network L can be provided with the source net-

work connected to the n transmission lines as shown in Figure 4.3(b). The independent

sources in S are turned off, leaving S a passive network. To excite the load network

l, source functions of vj(t) and vj(r) are applied to each of the /¿ rransmission lines

(j=L,Z, ' . . n). The source functions are applied such that at atime to,

(i) a pulse rravelling from ^s to r on the jth line has the value vjQ) added

to it, and

(ii) a pulse travelling from I to .s on the jth line has rhe value vrr(ro ) sub-

tracted from it.

Applying (i) and (ii) at every time step and on every line, this method provides an

equivalent excitation of the load network t. Operation (ii) has the same effect as rhe

matched source impedances used in Method 1. The voltage in S is zeÍo at every time

step since no impulses originate from ,S (the independent sources have been turned

off), and any impulse entering ^S is eliminated by operation (ii). These reflected pulses

a¡e eliminated because the re-reflections are already accounted for by the source vj(t).

Although the voltage throughout the source network is zero, an explanation of why it

remains connected in the circuit will become obvious when TLM scattering simula-

tions are discussed.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 4.3: Equíualent excitation of the network ín Figure 4.2 (a) with the
source network disconnected and m^atched sources applie-d to the n transmission
lines.and, (b) wíth the source network connected and operations (i) and (ii) ap-
plied to the n tansmíssíon lines.

Both of the methods described are capable of applying an excitation equivalent to

that in the original problem, and can be considered as circuit theory analogues of a

load network L

ulcrl I "!o

u'(Ð : r:(Ð
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time domain equivalence principle.

TLM and Scattering P¡oblems

4.L.2. Use of Equivalent Excitation in TLM Simulations

Consider the TLM mesh in Figure 4.4 in which magnetic walls are placed along

the boundaries y=y r,!=lz and absorbing boundary conditions along x=x1, x=x2. An

ideal plane wave can be generated in this mesh by applying impulses as initial condi-

tions along a line x=x" from y=)r to !=!2. The TLM mesh consists of ideal

transmission lines which are passive non dispersive circuit elements and the excitation

applied as initial conditions can be considered as ideal independent voltage sources

placed at nodes in the mesh. The TLM mesh can be partitioned into two regions.

Region I containing all of the excitation points and Region II consisting of the remain-

ing portion of the mesh. Regions I and II correspond to the source and load networks

respectively of the circuit in Figure 4.2. The only restrictions on the placement and

location of the two regions is that the union of the two regions is the entire mesh, the

intersection of the two regions is empty, and Region I contains all excitation points.

Since the TLM mesh of Figure 4.4 satisfies the assumptions 1) - 3) (described in sec-

tion 1.1 of this chapter), the methods of equivalent excitarion can be applied.
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region II
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'L*

magnetic waii

absorbing boundary

X excitation points

X

X

X
X

X

x=xl x=Xe x=xz

Figure 4.42 TLM simulation of a plane wave propagating through free space.

Regions I and II are separated by the contour C (as shown in Figure 4.4) which

intersects the elemental transmission lines at midpoints between nodes (n intersections

exist around C). At every iteration step two voltage impulses cross C, one passing

from Region I to II, the other passing from Region tr to I. On the 7rå elemental

transmission line crossing C, the impulses passing from Region I to II and from

Region II to I represent the signals vj(t) and vrr(r) respecrively. These signals are

required in the equivalent excitation of Region tr. These two signals can be obtained

by two methods. The first method is to run the simulation of Figure 4.4 and, store rhe

values of vr{(r) and viî) at each of the n points on C and at every time step. The

second method requires a simulation be run simultaneously with the original problem

of Figure 4.4 and therefore the signals vj(r) and vl(t) can be taken directly from the

simultaneous simulation. Although this method requires an additionai simulation, ir is
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more efficient than the fi¡st method because of the reduced memory storage require-

ments. In addition, for plane wave excitation the symmetry of the mesh can be util-

ized to reduce the simultaneous simulation space to a single layer of nodes.

\-\.
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

\,=\,. l--' Jt

x=xl

Scattered Field Reeion
(region t) -

Total Field Reeion
(region tr)-

I

I

I

__t
x=xz

'J_

absorbing boundary
C

Figure 4.5: TLM simulation space used to model two dimensional scatteríng
problems.

To apply equivalent excitation to Region II with Region I remaining in the simu-

lation space, the operations (i) and (ii) are performed at n points along the contour C

and at each time step. A plane wave is generated in Region II with zero fields

throughout Region I.

Consider altering Region tr by loading nodes with permittivity and conductiviry

sfubs and placing reflection coefficients to model an arbinary scatterer (as in Figure

4.1). This corresponds to making alterations to the load network l, of the original cir-

cuit problem. The impulses crossing the contour C from Region II to I no longer

12
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represent the signal vi(t) and non zero impulses are present in Region I. These

impulses represent fields caused by the changes made to Region II.

The impulses throughout Region II can be considered as a superposition of origi-

nal impulses V¡(x,y,f ) and a set of impulses produced by the change in network ¿,,

V ¡(x,y ,t). The operations (i) and (ii) allow proper modelling of the impulses

Vt(x,y,r) in both regions. Operation (ii) is required to model the impulses V6(x¡,t)

which pass from Region II to I, and operation (i) is required to model the re-reflection

of these impulses back into Region II.

The simulation described above can be used to model rhe scattering problem of

Figure 4.1. The impulses V¿(x,y,t) are non zero in Region tr only and represent an

ideal plane wave. The set of impulses Vo(x J ,t ) represent rhe impulses caused by the

placing an object into Region II (or the fields reflected by the object) and a¡e non zero

in both regions. Therefore, the set V¡(x,y,r) represents the incident field and the set

Vt(x,y,/) represents the scattered field. In Region tr the superposition of incident and

scattered fields represents the total field and in Region I only the scattered field exists.

To properly absorb the outward travelling scattered waves, absorbing boundary condi-

tions are required along the exterior of Region I. The situation described above is

shown in Figure 4.5 and represents a general formulation of the TLM method that can

be used to model two dimensional scattering problems.

The formulation described above allows illumination of a scatterer by an accurate

incident field while applying absorbing boundary conditions ro only the scattered

fields. The scattered fields are separated from the total fields along the contour C. The

only requirement on the placement of C is that all non zero initial conditions are

located outside of Region II. The signals representing the incident field used in the

operations (i) and (ii) performed along C can be obtained from a simultaneous simula-

tion. The formulation is general in that an arbitrary incident field (not necessarily a

t)
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plane wave) can be used, and the incident field can be generated. from analytical

expressions rather than a simultaneous simulation. The concepts and logic used to

derive the time domain equivalent excitation are similar to those used in applying time

domain diakoptics to TLM simulations [59].

4.2. Absorbing Boundary Conditions

In the previous section a general formulation has been developed to model gen-

eral two dimensional scattering problems using a TLM mesh. The errors present in a

general TLM time domain simulation are coarseness error and velocity error (as dis-

cussed in Chapter 1 section 4). In a TLM simulation that uses the configuration shown

in Figure 4.5 two additional errors are present. The fust error is caused by the separa-

tion of total and scattered fields along the contour S and is only present if analytical

expressions are used to generate the incident fields. If a simultaneous simulation is

used to generate the incident fields this error does not exist. An analytical expression

does not consider the actual propagation characteristics of the TLM mesh and as a

result does not accurately model the wavefonn as it propagates through the mesh. The

second error is introduced by the absorbing boundary conditions truncating the scat-

tered field region. This error is dependent upon the accuracy of the absorbing boundary

condition and the distance from the scatterer to the boundary of the mesh. To increase

the efficiency of TLM simulations of scattering problems the simulation space should

be as small as possible. The use of accurate absorbing boundary conditions is essential

in maintaining the accuracy of the simulation without requiring excessive cpu time and

memory storage.
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4.2.L. Match Termination of a TLM Mesh

A two dimensional TLM shunt mesh loaded with

medium with characteristic impedance

'7
- lnes ft

TLM and Scattering Problems

permittivity stubs represents a

(4.1)

(4.2)

-YoI+_
4

In the past, to match terminate the mesh a reflection coefficient of

I

T-
- mesh

,l r*!tl.4

,l*?)
+1

is used to terminate the elemental transmission lines of the model (see Chapter 2 (sec-

tion 3) and [6]). However the use of @.2) only provides accurare match termination of

the mesh for waves striking the boundary at neil normal incidence. If a TLM simula-

tion of waves travelling diagonally through the mesh is considered, the use of (4.2)

will cause imperfect matching.

Waves travelling through a unloaded TLM mesh diagonally experience no disper-

sive effects [6]. Therefore an impulsive plane wave rravels as a set of ideal impulses.

In this case it is intuitively obvious that a reflection coefficient of zero is required to

absorb this wave (this can be verified numerically). Using the reflection coefficient

(4.2) would cause non-physical reflections to appear in the TLM simuiation space. This

contradicts the conclusion regarding match termination of the TLM mesh. A simila¡

example is a plane wave travelling with near grazing incidence to a boundary.

Reflection coefficients of approximately 1.0 (magnetic walls) are required. along the

boundary. As noted. by Ney and Yue [40], the reflection coefàcient (4.2) does not

15
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provide accurate match termination of the TLM mesh for cases in which near normal

incidence is not encountered.

The conflict in reflection coefficients can be resolved by noting that althou gh Ø.2)

is a mesh quantity, it is applied to the elemental transmission lines which lie along the

x and y axes. This termination does provide accurate termination for waves travelling

along the .r and y axes. However, to absorb waves navelling at an angie Q through the

mesh, the reflection coefficient (4.2) should be applied in the Q direction. Since boun-

dary conditions are enforced by terminating the elemental Íansmission lines, a

modification of (4.2) is required to accurately absorb waves travelling at an arbitrary

angle through the mesh.

The required modification to (4.2) can be obtained by examining the propagarion

of a uniform plane wave through space at an arbitrary angle and the corresponding

TLM simulation. In Figure 4.6 an E polanzed plane wave propagares in the x-y plane

at an angle Q to the r axis, in a medium with characteristic impedance Zo. The electric

and magnetic fields associated with this wave are

E = a,rEo (4.3)

and

YL = arHosinQ - arHrcosQ Ø.4)

where Zo=EolHo. Along an observation plane located àt x=xo the wave impedance

in the x direction is given by L5ll,

zr=
cosQ

(4.s)
zoEz

HJ
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Er= Eo

H*= Hosin Q

Hr= - Hocos $

Zo=EolHo

Figure 4.6: E-po.larized p-lane wave travelling through space at an angle þ tothe x axis, crossing the observation plane ,=1o.

Consider the corresponding TLM simulation of an E polarized plane wave propagating

at an angle Q to the x axis in a medium with characteristic impedance Zo, but now the

above observation plane represents the boundary of the TLM mesh. The wave

impedance in the x direction for the plane wave indicates that the mesh should be ter-

minated with

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I
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I

I

I
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x=x_
U

và
I
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Z
'7uLm.atch- 

a*O
(4.6)

to achieve a reflectionless termination. This polarizatíon is best represented. by a mesh

of shunt nodes. A mesh of shunt nodes models a medium of characteristic impedance

(4.1) and therefore the voitage reffection coefficient required is,
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-Yol+_
4

cosQ
l-
^ nuttc h (4.7)

cosQ

Considering an unloaded TLM mesh (Yo = 0), this expression fits three angies of propa_

gation for which the proper termination is already known. For normal incidence

(Q=0') the result (4.2) is obtained. At 45o incidence, f=0 agrees with the numerical

experiment discussed previously. As well, for Q = 90o (grazíng incidence) The expected

result of f=1 (a magnetic wall) is obtained from the expression above.

The case of an H polarized wave travelling through the x-y plane at an arbitrary

angle Q to the x axis can be modelled by a mesh of series nodes. Following rhe same

steps as above the required voltage reflection coefficient for match termination of a

series node is given by,

T-L series ¡tæsh - (4.8)

cosQ

Again this fits three angles of propagation for which the reflection coefficienr is known

(0=0,45, and 90 degrees).

Johns and Akhta¡zad l21l noted that the voltage scattering mar¡ix for the shunt

node is the same as the current scattering matrix for the series node. As expected, in

order to achieve match termination, the voltage reflection coefficient for the shunr node

is the same as the current reflection coefficient for the series node.

The absorbing boundary condition discussed above will be referred ro as rhe vari-

able impedance absorbing boundary condition, since the impedance value used to

'.+)

-1,*ål4)
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terminate the mesh varies with the angle of incident waves. The implementation of this

boundary condition is discussed in the next section.

4.2.2. Implementation of the variable Impedance Eoundary Condition

For plane wave propagation it is easy to see that accurate match termination of

the TLM mesh can be obtained at frequencies where the velocity error is negligible.

The velocity error and therefore the match termination of the mesh is its worst for

axial propagation and at its minimum for diagonal propagarion. In an unloaded mesh

of shunt nodes simulations were run to determine the reflections caused by (4.2) at

normal incidence. Only + 0.3Vo of the incident wave was reflected indicating extremely

good absorption of the incoming waves. Since matching is at its worst for axial pro-

pagation, (4.2) would reflect less than +0.3Vo for all other angles of incidence (no

reflections are introduced for þ=45o in a mesh of unloaded nodes).

This condition while theoretically accurate, may nor be easily applied ro pracrical

problems because the angle of incident waves must be known to apply (4.2). Two

methods can be used to implement the variable impedance boundary condition for use

in general scattering simulations. The first method is to assume the direction of propa-

gation of the scattered waves incident on the exterior boundary. For simple problems

such as scattering from a circular cylinder, a good estimate for the angle Q can be

made. However, for objects with complex material properties and shapes an estimare

for the angle Q is not known prior to the simulation. A poor estimate for Q would

introduce errors into the scattered field results. Therefore, this implementation would

only be accurate for cases in which the advance knowledge of the scattered fields is

known and is therefore not practical for general scattering simulations. The second

method to implement the va¡iable impedance absorbing boundary condition is to use a

simple algorithm to estimate the angle of incident waves at each time step using the
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field values at nodes adjacent to the boundary. The errors introduced by using this

method would be related to the algorithm used to estimate Q. This merhod, while more

complicated than the fi¡st, lends itself well to implementation in general scattering

simulations.

The implementation of either scheme has not been investigated. The fust method

is limited to simple geometries, and the accuracy of the second method depends on the

algorithm used to calculate the angle of incidence. For these reasons practical imple-

mentation of the variable impedance boundary condition has not been anempted.

Absorbing boundary conditions used in FD-TD simulations of scattering problems have

received extensive attention in the literature I3l, [49]. The absorbing boundary condi-

tions used in this thesis were originally derived for use with the FD-TD merhod and

have been modified for use with the TLM method. After the work contained in this

thesis was completed it came to the author's attention that an absorbing boundary con-

dition using an algorithm to estimate the angle of incidence has been successfully

implemented into FD-TD simulations [60]. Therefo¡e it may be worth while to inves-

tigate the variable impedance boundary condition in future work.

4.2.3. FD-TD Absorbing Boundary Conditions

A summary of absorbing boundary conditions has been recently presented

Moo¡e et al l3l. The paper reviews various absorbing boundary conditions used

FD-TD simulations. A brief surnmary of the material presented in t3l follows.

Two classes of absorbing boundary conditions are discussed, the first class being

mode annihilatíng dffirential operators. In general the scattered field can be written in

spherical coordinates (r,0,Q) as an infinite series of the form [61],

by

in

pib * "f" (0,0)
U(r,O,ö)= " t-' rEt r' (4.e)
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The operators attempt to annihilate as many terrns (or modes) as possible in (4.9). The

operators a¡e considered as higher order forms of the Sommerfeld radiation condition

which eliminates only the fi¡st mode of the expansion. This type of boundary condi-

tion has not received much attention in electromagnetic field problems.

The second class of absorbing boundary conditions presented are based on

approximations to one way wave equations. A one way wave equation is a partial

differential equation which permits wave propagation in only one direction, and is

derived by factoring the multi-dimensional wave equation. The two dimensional wave

equation can be wrinen as

L U =0

where U is the wave function and the operator L is defined as

(4.10)

(4.11a)

(4.11b)

(4.12a)

, a2 ¿z rò2_=-
òx2 òy2 c2 atz

L can be factored as

L =Lr+ L,

L=Ly*Ll

where

r+-IJx -

I ,, 1'''a al. ahl___tt_________Ltàx Atl' ð2 |L ã'J
and permits wave propagation in only the positive -r direction, and
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1/2

ðLx -;- *
dx

a
=-òt

¿2 
.l

,-i1-l
¿zl
òr, )

(4.12b)

and permits wave propagation in only the negative ,r direction. Similar expressions

for Lf and L, can be obtained. Considering a two dimensional simulation of the

wave equation (see Figure 4.5) outward travelling waves can be exactly absorbed by

placing the operators Lr+, L;, Ly+, and L, on the boundaries x=xttx=x1,y=y1 and.

!=!z respectively. However, the analytical operators must be discretized by applying

difference approximations to the derivatives in (4.I2). A significanr porrion of the work

involving the application of absorbing boundary conditions of this class has been

involved with higher order approximation to the radical and discretization of the resul-

tant approximation [49].

4,2.4, fligdon's Absorbing Boundary Conditions

The absorbing boundary conditions used in this thesis were developed by Higdon

and are formulated for finite difference simulations of the wave equation [62],[63].

The conditions outlined in the previous section are difference approximations to the

analytical absorbing boundary conditions for the goveming differential equarions. Hig-

don has developed discrete absorbing boundary conditions directly applicable ro rhe

difference approximation to the wave equation 1621. A summary of the conditions

developed by Higdon follows.

4.2.4.L. General Formulation

Consider the simulation space of Figure 4.5 as a finite difference simularion of a

function U that satisfies a two dimensional difference approximation to the two dimen-

sional wave equation. At a location y along the boundary x=xt, ând at a time step
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n+I an absorbing boundary condition can be expressed in the foilowing form,

rrg lr,7-r)g"+l(xr,y)=0 (4.13)

where K and Z denote shift operators with respecr to the spatial coordinate .r and time

r respectively and are defined by

KU" (x,!) = Un (x+AI,y)

ZU" (x J) = U"*r(x J)

The boundary condition ts lu ,rt] ,, un operator that will predict the boundary

value of U"+r(x1,y) using values at previous time steps and spatial positions located

inside the simulation space. The following sections outline the two conditions derived

by Higdon.

An Averaging Method:

The first condition developed is referred to as an averaging method. This type of

condition is defined by,

@.Iaa)

(4.14b)

(4.15)I r+l t+ì]'u'.'o,,),=o
where p is any positive inreger, 1 is an identity operaror (l U"(xJ) = (J"(x,y)) and

Z and K are the shift operators defined in the previous section. The integer p defines

the order of the boundary condition (i.e., a pth order averaging condition). As would

be expected higher order conditions provide better accuracy. The first and second order

forms (p=1 and p=2) of the boundary conditions are, repectively,

U'*r(xtJ) = + lU"ur* r+Lt ,y) + U, (x ry) + (Jn(;r,+l/,y ¡ ] (4.16a)
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u'*r(xry) = å lle u".'trr+at ¡) - It'*l(xr+znt ¡))

* l1r" (x ø) + 4 U, (x ¡d,t ,y) - Z U, (x¡2At ,y))

lr"-rr*rr) + zur,-t@¡at,J) + un-t@¡zary)]] (4.16b)

The term averaging arises because the two bracketed terms in expression (4.15) are

averages between time steps and space steps respectively.

Space Time Extrapolation:

The second condition developed by Higdon is referred to as spa.ce time extrapola-

tion. These conditions are defined by,

( \p

It - znx)' un+l(xrJ) = o

The first and second order forms of this condition are, respectively,

(J"+r(x 
1,) ) = (J" (x ¡LI ¡)

u"*r(x tJ) = 2 u" (x ¡LI ,y) - (J"-|(x r+Zal ,y)

(4.17)

(4.18a)

(4.18b)

The term space time exrapolation arises because the field values on the right hand side

of the expressions are diagonal patterns in the (x,r) plane. Note that to achieve the

same order of approximation p the space time extrapolation conditions require less

computation and less storage as compared to the averaging conditions.

4.2.4.2. Stability and Accuracy

To achieve an arbitrarily accurate boundary condition, the value of p could be

increased as desired, at the expense of increased storage and computation. For the

boundary conditions presented in the previous sections this is not possible. For values

p23, the possibility of instability increases. This effect is discussed in detail by Hig-

don [62]. In practical situations this instability can be ignored because the conditions
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lor p=1 and p =2 provide sufficient accuracy.

Both conditions have one-dimensional stencils, meaning that spatial data is only

required along a single line perpendicula¡ to the physicat boundary. The higher order

conditions presented in section 2.3 of this chapter have two dimensional stencils

requiring additional spatial datz at points atong a line parallel to the physical boundary.

Conditions that have two dimensional stencils require special treatment in the corners

of the mesh increasing the complexity of the implementation. A one dimensional sten-

cil does not imply that only waves at normal incidence to the boundary are absorbed.

The conditions have strong multidimensional effects suitable for two and three dimen-

sional simulations under situations with wide angles of incidence. The accuracy of the

boundary conditions is demonstrated in the next chapter.

The reflection coefficient,R of a pth order boundary condition is,

Rp=]**]'.o[o,]

p [coso,-cose lP r IRp=-,qt".ql."õj +olnrJ

(4.1e)

where )u=Atl\,x, and 0 is the angle of incidence measured relative to normal incidence

1621. Higdon considers a boundary condition with reflection coefficient as in (4.19) as

providing near perfect absorption for an angle 0 which satisfies cosQ = 1,. Absorbing

boundary conditions have been developed by Higdon which have reflection coefficients

of the form,

(4.20)

and provide perfect absorption at angles *er,*02,. . .tlr. Conditions with reflection

coefficients of the form (4.20) are consistent with analytical one way wave equations

[63]. The conditions used in this thesis are a special case of these boundary conditions

(0r=02-'''=0p=À.). In the above discussion it is clear that an ideal boundary condi-

tion is considered as providing a reflection coefficient of zero for all angles of
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incidence. The angles 0; are chosen to best minimize the reffection coefficient of the

boundary condition. The implementation of boundary conditions that have reflection

coefficients of the form (4.20) are more complicated than the averaging and space time

extrapolation methods and do not have one-dimensional stencils.

The reflection coefficient (4.19) can also be considered as the load reflection

coefficient that a wave sees as it approaches the boundary. To match terminate a TLM

mesh the variable impedance boundary condition presented in section 2.1 of this

chapter can be used. A reflection coefficient (4.2) is applied to the elemental lines of

the model. In Chapter 3 it was shown that TLM and FD-TD methods propagare waves

in identical manners if the ratio of the time step ro the space step is chosen as lf'[i in

the FD-TD simulation. Substituting L=T\'E into (4.19) and considering the case for

P=1, the reflection coefficient required to match terminate the TLM mesh is identical

to the reflection coefficient that Higdon's boundary conditions present to incoming

waves. Therefore Higdon's boundary conditions can be considered as absorbing boun-

dary conditions which automatically satisfy the condition Zmarch=Zolcosï, and

represent a match termination of the TLM mesh as long as the dispersive nature of the

TLM mesh is neglected.

4,2.4.3. Application of Higdon's Conditions to TI-M Simulations

In a FD-TD simulation boundary conditions are specified by setting the value of

the appropriate field componenr along the boundary. In the case of applying an

absorbing boundary condition the algorithms (4.16) and (4.18) are used to calculate the

field component along the boundary. Bounda¡y conditions in a TLM mesh are

specified by reflection coefficients along bounda¡ies of the mesh. In the case of

absorbing boundary conditions, rather than determine the reflection coefficient at a par-

ticular boundary location, the value of the voltage impulse that should be injected back
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into the simulation space can be determined. In Figure 4.5, along the boundaries

r,yx2,!t, and yz the impulses v,2,v,¿,v5, and vt, respectively, are the unknown

impulses that must be injected back into the simulation space at every point on the

boundaries and every step in time.

The boundary conditions reviewed in the previous sections are general in that

they can be applied to an arbitrary quantity as long as it satisfies a difference approxi-

mation to the wave equation.

Consider a general two dimensional electromagnetic field. problem with field com-

ponents Ez, Hx, ffid 11, present. All of the field components will satisfy the wave

equation,

w(E', ):o

W(ä,)=0

W(11, ) =0

(.21a)

(4.21b)

(4.21c)

where W is the two dimensional equation operator,

¿z ð21* rr' -eP a.l

wave

{a'
1t"

In Chapter 3 (section 3.t.2.3) it was shown that a modified TLM scheme is equivalent

to the FD-TD method and therefore represents a second order difference approximation

to the wave equation. The field components in the mesh therefore satisfy the difference

approximation to the wave equation

\&=

Wp(Er)=0

IV¿ (H,)=0

W¿(Hr)=0

where Wp is the difference approximation to the

(4.22)

@.23a)

(4.23b)

Ø.23c)

wave equation operator, and Er HÐ
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H, arc defined using the modified rLM scheme (chapter 3 section 3.r.z.z). wp can

be expressed in terms of the spatial shift operators (Ç, for a shift in rhe x coordinate;

and K, for a shift in the y coordinate) and the time shift operator (Z), defined in

(4.I4a) and (4.14b), respecrively, as

I x--2+K;l
wD = i--,, -. (4.24)

In a TLM mesh of unloaded nodes, impulses incident upon a node at a particular time

step, scatter off the transmission line junction, and become incident impulses on adja-

cent nodes at the next time step. Therefore, at any time step, sets of incident impulses

on adjacent nodes are independent.

Consider two adjacent nodes in a TLM mesh of unloaded shunt nodes located at

(x,y) and (x+LI,y). Using the modified TLM scheme to define the magnetic freld., H,

can be defined at (x+Ll l2,y ) in terms of the impulses on the elemental transmission

lines as,

H, (x +LI lL,y ) = v b@ +AI,y ) - v L @,y ) (4.2s)

where v'2@+Al¡) denotes an incident impulse on branch 2 of the node located. at

(x+LIy) and vL@,y) denotes an incident impulse on branch 4 of the node located at

(x,y ). S ubstitutin g ( .25) ínto (4.23c), yields,

V{ o (v L@ +Lt,y ) - v L(x,y )) = 0 (4.26)

The two impulses in (4.26) a¡e incident impulses on adjacent nodes and are therefore

independent. Therefore, each impulse must independently sarisfy W¿ ( ):0,

W¿ (, L@+Lt,y )) =0 (4.27a)

Wo (u 56+Al,y )) =0 (4.27b)

Since the positions of the two adjacent nodes in the mesh is arbitrary, the impulses
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incident on branches 2 a¡d 4 will always satisfy Wo ( ) = 0. Simila¡ly, examining two

nodes adjacent in they direction (and using the definirion of Hr), impulses incident on

branches 1 and 3 will always satisfy W¿ ( ) = 0. The above argument proves that the

individual impulses travelling on the elemental transmission lines satisfy the difference

approximation to the wave equation. Therefore the operations (4.16) and (4.18) can be

applied to predict future values of the voltage impulses that should be injecred back

into the simulation space.

4.3. Catculation of Fan Fietd Fatterns

Accurate absorbing boundary conditions allow the simulation space to be trun-

cated to within a small distance from the scatterer which is in the near field region.

Although this allows the method to be computarionally efficient, this disallows obtain-

ing the scattered far field distributions directly from output points within the simulation

space. A method is required to calculate the far fietd distriburions from the data avail-

able from the simulation. Three methods are presented and all use equivalent sources

to calculate the scattered fields in the far field region. The first method uses the sur-

face currents on the scatterer as the sources of the scattered field. The second method

uses the near scattered fields to obtain equivalent sources for the scattered field in the

far field region. The third is similar to the second, but it operates in the time domain

rather than the frequency domain.

4.3.L. Surface Current to Far Field Transformation

Considering only the case of TM scattering, an object of arbitrary media proper-

ties has electric and magnetic currents (/, and Mr,, respectively) ffowing on its sur-

face. These culrents are the physical sources of the scattered field and can rherefore be
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used to calculate the scattered field at any point in space. The magnetic and electric

vector potentials at a point (p,0) in the far field can be calculated using [57]

and

o-ike 
il 

" "'"''tP'cos(Ö-$'¡¿''

A,(P,þ) = ffir,

F,,y (p,o) = #[J r,, (p')¿iko'cos{o-aias

(4.28)

(4.30)

(4.2e)

respectively where S' corresponds to the surface of the scatterer and (p',Q') is a point

on the surface, and ,t is the wave number at a particular frequency. The electric field

at any point in space can be obtained from the magnetic and electric vector potential

using,

E, = -j oVAz + 7k (FrcosQ-F, sinQ)

The electric and magnetic surface current distributions can be determined from the

relations Jr=hxHr,, and Mr,y=-hx1, where â is the outward pointing unit vector

normal to the surface of the scatterer. Boundaries in TLM simulations are defined at

locations half way between nodes and field quantities are defined at nodes. The values

of the electric and magnetic fields (to calculate the magnetic and electric currents

respectively) available from the TLM algorithm are located haH a mesh spacing away

from the surface of the scatterer. Because of this an assumption that the field will not

change significantly over half a mesh spacing is required. In general this assumption is

valid because over the frequency range of interest half a mesh spacing is a small frac-

tion of a wavelength. However, when considering scatterers with corners or edges such

as rectangular cylinders, the fields change rapidly in the vicinity of the corner or edge

because of the singularity in the field distribution. Near these singularities the above

assumption is false and as a result the surface current distributions is not accurate. In

addition, for a¡bitrarily shaped scatterers output points must be reconfigured for each
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change in the geometry of the scatterer.

TLM and Scattering Problems

4.3.2. Near Field to Far Field Transformation

A more general and more accurate method is to use the scattered nea¡ fields as

the source of the scattered far fields. Output points are placed along a contour S' in

the scattered field region as shown in Figure 4.7. Because ourput points are nor placed

on the surface of the scatterer the near-to-far field transformation eliminates the prob-

lems associated with the surface current to far field transformation for modelling prob-

lems with singularities in the field distributions.
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fields, respectively. The scattered far field is calculated using expressions (4.28-4.30).

4.3.3. Direct Transformation to the Far Fierd in the Time Domain

The two transformations presented in the previous sections are frequency domain

fransformations. The TLM method operates in the time domain and therefore the time

domain results must be Fourier transformed before far fietd results can be calculated.

Recently, a method has been presented t64l,t60l to exrrapolate time domain scattered

fields directly to the far field without first Fourier rransforming to the frequency

domain. The time domain far fields a-re then Fourier fransformed to obtain frequency

domain far fields. The method is identical to the near-to-far fietd transformation

presented earlier except the transformation is performed in the time domain. For the

two dimensional TM scattering problems considered in this thesis the electric field is

obtained by evaluating

E,(f ,t)=-hlr*{*+=.nir, ,- fi1,,:,,:1,,-, xf ¿s, (431)

where r represents the observation point (p,Q) and,t=t-rlc. The method became

known to the author at the time of writing this thesis and implementarion or testing has

not been possible.

4.3,4, Calculation of Frequency Domain Scattered Fields from Time Ðomain

Field Simulations

The goal of this thesis is to investigate the use of the TLM method to simulare

scattering problems. The TLM method operates in the time domain, therefore

sinusoidal excitation or pulse excitation and Fourier transformations are required to
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Chapter 4 TLM and Scattering Problems

obtain frequency domain results. Three methods are ourlined to obtain frequency

domain far fields from a time domain simulation.

Method 1:

In the past, sinusoidal excitation has been used to illuminate the scarterer and the algo-

rithm has been run to a near steady state condition (requinng 2-3 cycles of the incident

wave). One of the frequency domain far field Íansformations presented. in the previous

two sections is then used to calculate the scattered far fields at the excitation fre-

quency. This scheme requires no Fourier transformations but for each new frequency

the enti¡e field simulation and a transformation to the fa¡ field. is required. The relative

cpu time required to obtain results at N¡ frequency points is

cpu timel cr N¡T{,^ + N¡NppT{,_-r (4.32)

where f !,* is the time required to perform a TLM simulation with sinusoidal excita-

tion, N¡p is the numberof far field observation points, and Tfr-r is the time required

to perform a frequency domain nea¡-to-far field transformation.

Method 2:

A second method to obtain frequency domain far fields is to use a pulse excitation

from which a single simulation and multiple Fourier transformations at rhe output

points will yield frequency domain near scattered fields or surface cunents. At each

frequency a far f,eld transformation is required. The relative cpu time required to

obtain results at N¡ frequencies is

cpu time, cr T!¡^ + N/N,, Tr.r. + Nf NFFTfr î (4.33)

where T!,^ is the cpu time required to perform a TLM simulation with pulse excita-

tion, N5, is the number of ourput points along the contour S', and. Tp.7. is the time

required to perform a Fourier transformation. The times Tt¡* and. T!¡^ are approxi-

mately the same [5]. Note that the cpu time required to perform a single Fourier
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transformation or a near-to-fa¡ field transformation is much less than the time required

to perform the TLM simulation. For this reason this method is more efficient than

Method 1 above. The cpu time required for Method 1 is approximately a linear func-

tion of N¡ while the cpu time required for Method 2 increases only slightly with N¡.

If Method 2 is used to obtain frequency domain far fields the efficiency of the TLM

method approaches that of the Boundary Element Method if results over a wide

bandwidth are required.

Method 3:

The previous two methods use the frequency domain fa¡ fietd transformations

presented in section 3.1 and 3.2 of this chapter. The third method presented uses the

time domain near-to-fa¡ field transformation presented in section 3.3 of this chapter. A

pulse is used as excitation and the time domain fields along the contour S' are used

directly in the near-to-fa¡ field transformation. At each observation point in the far

field a Fourier transformation is required to calculate the frequency domain scattered

fields. The cpu time required to obtain resulrs ar N¡ frequencies is

cpu time3 ø T!¡^ + Tf¡-e + Nf NFFTF.T. (4.34)

where Tft -p is the time required to perform a time domain near-to-far field transfor-

mation. Depending on the number of far ûeid observation points and the number of

points along the contour S' this method may or may not be more efficient than Method

2. Note that N¡ frequency domain near-to-far field transformations are required for

Method 2 while oniy one time domain near-to-fa¡ field transformation is required in

this method. The time domain nea¡-to-far field transformation requires significantly

more cpu time and memory storage than the frequency domain near-to-fa¡ field

transformation. As previously mentioned the time domain near-to-far field. transforma-

tion became known to the author at the time of writing this thesis. Comparing the

accuracy and efficiency of this method to Method 2 has not been investigated.
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In the previous chapter a complete formulation of the TLM method for general

two dimensional scattering simulations was presented. The purpose of this chapter is

to test two important topics discussed in the previous chapter; the time domain

equivalence principle and absorbing boundary conditions. Section I of this chapter

verifies the time domain equivalence principle for one and two dimensional simula-

tions. In section 2 the absorbing boundary conditions are tested in the presence of

waves normally incident upon the boundary and for waves with arbitrary incidence.

Finally, section 3 discusses the software developed to model the two dimensional

scattering problems considered in this thesis.

5.1. validation of the Time Ðorrain Equivarence Frinciple

Consider the TLM mesh shown in Figure 5.1(a), which models a plane wave nor-

mally incident upon a surface characterized by the surface impedance Zr. Magnetic

walls are placed along the boundaries y=0 and )l=10A/, and a match termination is

placed along the boundary x=0. To generate the incident plane wave, nodes are

excited along the line x=x". Instead of exciting the surface as shown in Figure 5.1(a),

the incident plane wave can be generated by apptying the time domain equivalence

principle. The mesh is partitioned into two regionS, r ( 654/ and x > 65LI correspond-

ing to the source and load networks respectively (as shown in Figure 5.1(b)). For this
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one dimensional simulation the contour C which separates the total and scattered field

regions (see Figure 4.5) becomes a plane defined atx=65L1. An additional simulation

is required to obtain the equivalent excitation signais used by the operarion performed

along C (see Chapter 4 (section 1.1)). The additional simulation is run simulraneously

to reduce memory storage requirements, and models a plane wave traveiling through

free space.

Region I Region II
y=10^1

:fotuiriJri''llttrrt
^t I I t.t_l _t _l_
5cattered Frelds
I I I I I I r r-

x=0

(a)

Z,

Y=0

x=6541

(b)

x=130Ál

Figure 5,1.: (a) Mesh used to model a plane wave normafiy incictent upon an
arbi.trary surface. (b) The mesh used to model the problem in (a) uiing on
equivalent excítation. Note that magnetic walls are placed along the'uppeí and,
lower boundaries of the mesh.

Two simulations were run with different surface impedances applied along

x=l3}Ll. The fust surface impedance applied is the intrinsic impedance of the

medium modelled by the mesh, or a boundary to free space. The simulation therefore
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models a plane wave propagating through free space. Since the load network used in

the simultaneous simulation is identical to the load network of Figure 5.1(b), no scat-

tered, fields are produced. Therefore in Region I (the scattered field region) zero fields

are expected and in Region tr (the total field region) only the incident field, a plane

wave travelling in the positive x direction, will exist. Frequency domain results for

the magnitude and phase of the fields in the simulation space a¡e shown in Figures

5.2(a) and 5.2(b) respectively. As expected, the magnitude of the elecrric field, is zero

throughout Region I (zero scattered fields) and constanr rhroughour Region II (incident

plane wave). The positive phase progression shown in Figure 5.2(b) indicates rhe wave

is t¡avelling in the positive x direction.

The second surface impedance considered is that of a perfect conductor

(f=-1.0). For this case, the expected scattered field is a plane wave travelling in the

negative x direction. Frequency domain results for the magnitude and phase of the

electric field throughout the simulation space are shown in Figures 5.3(a) and 5.3(b)

respectively. As expected, in Region I (scattered field region) a constant magnitude is

observed with a negative phase progression, indicating a plane wave travelling in the

negative x direction. In Region II (the total field region) the expected standing wave

pattern is observed, and ranges in magnitude f¡om +2.0 to 0.0 (indicating a perfectly

conducting load). The ripples in the curves of Figure 5.2 and 5.3 are a result of trunca-

tion error due to the finite duration of the iteration process and the resulting errors in

the Fourier transformation.
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0.00 32.50

Figure 5.3: Frequency domain results
5.1(b) with the mesh terminated in a
conductor), (a) magnitude (b) phase.
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Chapter 5 Vaiidation and Testing

The time domain equivalence principle has yielded fundamentally correct scat-

tered and total field distributions in the appropriate regions for the one dimensional

propagation problems considered. The use of equivalent excitation for these problems

is of no practical value because the problem can be accurately modelled using the

mesh of Figure 5.1(a). However, these problems provide good insight into the opera-

tion of the time domain equivalence principle and serve as good rests ro validate the

formulation.

To test the implementation for two dimensional problems, the simulation of Fig-

ure 4.5 (see Chapter 4 section 4.I.2) was run with no scatterer in Region II. No scat-

tered fields are produced by this simulation and therefore only incident fields a¡e

present in Region II with zero fields throughout Region I. Figure 5.a(a)-() shows the

fietd distribution throughout the simulation space ar 10^r intervals. As expected, no

scattered fields are produced (zero fields in the scattered field region) and an accurate

piane wave propagates through the total field region.

The separation of total and scattered fields is a general formulation which is

exact, i.e., in Figures s.a(a)-(j) the fields throughout the scatrered. field region are

identically zero. As well, the placement of C is arbitrary as long as the scarterer being

modelled is completely contained in the total field region. The technique is general in

that scattered fields produced by small changes in the geometry of targets can be deter-

mined. If another simulation is run simultaneously, with a small change made to the

object in Region II, the fietd distribution in Region I for this simulation would

represent the fields produced by the change made to the scatterer. This could be a

potentially useful tool for applications in which the scaue¡ed field produced by an

object requires minimization by altering the geometry of the object.
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(e)

Figure 5.42 Equivalent excitatíon of Region II without a scatterer present in
the simulation (results shown in intervals of I)Lt).
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Figure 5.4: (cont'd)

5.2. Testing of the Absorbing Boundary Conditions

As discussed in Chapter 2 (section 2.2), to match terminate the TLM mesh the

elemental transmission lines of the modei are terminated in the intrinsic impedance of

the medium modelled by the mesh. Ney and Yue [40] aie the only researchers to

suspect that this condition provides imperfect matching of the TLM mesh. In Chapter

4 (section 2) an explanation of why this condition provides imperfecr matching was
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presented. A variable impedance boundary condition was discussed that provides per-

fect match termination of the TLM mesh as long as the dispersive narure of the mesh

is ignored. It should be noted that terminating the elemental lines in the intrinsic

impedance of the medium modelled by the mesh is equivalent to using the variable

impedance boundary condition and assuming all waves strike the boundary with nor-

mal incidence. This assumption is false in a general scattering simulation and will

therefore introduce errors into the scattered fields. For brevit!, termination in the

intrinsic impedance of the medium modelled by the mesh will be referred to as match

termination for normal incidence throughout the remainder of this thesis. This section

compares the match termination for normal incidence condition to the TLM implemen-

tation of Higdon's boundary conditions. The boundary conditions are tested for waves

striking the boundary with normal incidence and for waves striking the bounda¡y over

a wide range of angles.

5.2.1,. Normal trncidence

The mesh shown in Figure 5.5 is used to test the performance of the boundary

conditions for normal incidence. Magnetic walls a¡e placed along the boundaries y = Q

and y=20A'l; excitation points are placed along the line x=x"; the absorbing boundary

conditions are placed alongx=100Â/ and the mesh is extended a sufficient distance in

the negative x direction in order to eliminate reflections caused by the boundary r=0.
To determine the amount of reflection caused by the boundary, the simulation is run

until the pulse is absorbed by the boundary and then the fietd within the mesh is exam-

ined. The pulse width of the incident wave is selected to minimize its dispersion

through the mesh in order to distinguish reflections caused by the boundary from the

dispersive waves railing the pulse. Figures 5.6(a)-(g) shows a gaussian pulse travelling

through the mesh at 10At intervals. The pulse is absorbed by rhe boundary x=1004/

at t=70Lt. To determine the amount of reflection caused by the absorbing boundary
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condition the field distribution at t=904r is shown in Figure 5.6(h). The reflected

wave ranges in magnitude between +1.95x10-3 to -1.03x10-3 or +0.195 to -).lO3Vo

of the incident wave. Simila¡ simulations were mn for fi¡st and second order space

time extrapolation and for the first and second order averaging method.

y=20^1

Absorbing
Boundary
Condition

x=x" x=100Âl

Figure 5,!z Mesh used.to test the performance of the boundary cond.itions with
a normally.íncídent.plane _wave. Magnetic walls are placed'along the upper
and lower horizontal boundaríes oÍ the mesh.

In Table 5.1 the peak to peak reflections caused by the boundary conditions a¡e

presented. All boundary conditions perform well, the largest reflections are less than

3Vo of the incident wave. In general, absorbing boundary conditions perform well for

waves striking the boundary with normal incidence. The results of Table 5.1 indicate

that match termination for normal incidence is more accurate than Higdon's conditions.

The match termination for normal incidence is a special case of the variable impedance

boundary condition for normal incidence. Recall that worst case reflections for the

variable impedance boundary condition occur at normal incidence because dispersion

in the mesh is at its worst for axial propagation. The results indicate that the variable

impedance boundary condition is a potentially accurate method of match terminating

the TLM mesh if coupled with an algorithm to estimate the angle of incoming waves.

The results in the table also indicate the second order (p=l) conditions perform better

than the fust order (p=1) conditions as expected.
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\\

(e) (h)

Figure 5.6: (cont'd)

Table 5.1:

Pea.k to peak reflections caused by boundary conditions
under normal incidence (in percent of the incident wave).

f
l1\
I o.c^

lo.o
lo *o
lo.o

'ôo

Boundary Condition Peak to Peak Reflectíon (Vo)

Match Termination 0.298

Averaging p=1 3.108

Averaging p=2 0.568

S-T Extrapolation p=1 7.999

S-T Extrapolation p=/ 0.52r
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5.2.2. Arbitrary trncidence

The TLM simulation shown in Figure 5.7 is used to test the performance of the

absorbing boundary conditions for waves striking the boundaries over a wide range of

angles. A perfectly conducting square cylinder is used as a scatterer to reflect waves in

a variety of different directions and therefore provides a good test for the boundary

conditions. Ouþut points are placed at four positions in the scattered field region. The

dimensions of the mesh and locations of the output points are also shown in Figure

5.7. The incident plane wave approaches the scatterer from x=æ, travelling in the

negative x direction. Therefore in the figure, output point 1 refers to the back scatter

direction, and ouçut point 4 refers to the forward scatter direction.

To assess the accuracy of the scattered fields obtained with each boundary condi-

tion at each of the four oufput points a benchmark solution is required. A TLM simu-

lation with absorbing boundary conditions placed around the exterior of the mesh is

supposed to model an infinite TLM mesh. A simulation was run in a mesh sufficiently

large (approximately 240L1 by 240L1) so that waves reflected by rhe boundaries do

not reach the output points before the simulation is complete. This scheme has been

used by Pompei et al l39l to model open region problems and can be considered as a

model of an infi¡ite TLM mesh. The response obtained at the oufput points can be

considered as the solution obtained from using an infinite TLM mesh, and is therefore

used as the benchmark solution. The simulation of Figure 5.7 is run five times, each

time using a different method to truncate the scattered field region. The time domain

response is calculated over the range t=0 to t=200\t.
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Figure 5,72 Mesh used to test the boundary condttions for arbitrary incídence.

In Figure 5.8(a) the time domain response of the cylinder at observarion point I

obtained from using the first order averaging method and match terminarion for normal

incidence, are compared to the benchmark solution. In Figure 5.8(b) the time domain

response of the cylinder at observation point 1 obtained from using the second ord.er

averaging method and match termination for normal incidence, are compared to the

benchmark solution. Note that in Figure 5.8(b) an expanded scale is used in order to

notice the difference between the second order averaging and benchmark solutions.

Figure 5.8 indicates that the match termination for normal incidence, yields results

comparable in accuracy to the first order averaging method (errors =3Vo of the incident

pulse). The second order averaging method, yields the best resulrs (errors =LVo of the

magnitude of the incident pulse).
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Figure 5.8: Time domain response obtaíned at output point l, (a) comparing
matc.h term.ination.for normal incidence and fi,rst order averaging ío the bencË-
mark solutíon and, (b) comparing match termination for norínai incidence and
second order averaging to the benchmark solution
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Results obtained from terminating the scattered fretd region with the fi¡st and

second order space time extrapolation method are nor included in the figures. The

results obtained from using space time extrapolation and the averaging method (of the

same order) are almost identical. In Figure 5.9, the responses at observation point 1

obtained from using space time extrapolation and the averaging methods are compared

for first and second order cases. The differences between the two f,rst order curves and

the differences between the two second order curves are very small. The same trend. is

noted at the other three observation points. The similarity between the two conditions

results from the fact that both have identical forms for their characteristic reflection

coefficients and both a¡e consistent with the same analytical absorbing boundary condi-

tions [62]. The data resuiting from using the space time extrapolation boundary condi-

tions is not included in the figures because the additional curves will only clutter the

results and not introduce any additional information.
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Figure 5.92 Time domaín repsonse obtained at output point l, the averaging
method is compared to space time extapolation, for'p=I and p=2.

In Figure 5.10(a) the time domain response of the cylinder at observation point 2

obtained from the fust order averaging method, and match termination for normal

incidence are comp¿ìred to the benchmark solution. ln Figure 5.10(b) the time domain

response of the cylinder at observation point 2 obtained from using the second order

averaging method and match termination for normai incidence are compared to the

benchmark solution (again with an expanded scale). The results indicate that the first

order averaging method is more accurate than the match termination for normal

incidence, and again, the second order condition yields the best results. The poor per-

formance of the match termination for normal incidence is a result of the location of

observarion point 2. Because it is located near the corner of the mesh, waves do not

strike the boundary with normal incidence, and therefore are not absorbed well by the

boundary.
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Figures 5.11 and 5.I2 contain the results obtained at observation points 3 and.4,

respectively. These results show the same Eends as at observation point 1. The first

order averaging method yields accuracy comparable to the match termination for nor-

mal incidence and the second order condition yields the best results.

The results presented in Figures 5.8 to 5.12 indicate rhat the second order condi-

tions are consistently more accurate than both the first order conditions and the march

termination for normal incidence. Clearly, these tests indicate that the match termina-

tion for normal incidence is not an accurate method of modelling a free space boun-

dary. Therefore the resuhs presented in [40],[45],[46], and [39] can be improved.

Although the errors caused by the match termination for normal incidence and the

first order conditions are relatively small (= 57o in most cases), remember that one of

the goais of this thesis is to calculate frequency domain far field patterns. Before the

frequency domain near-to-far field transforrnations presented in Chapter 4 (sections 3.i

and 3.2) can be applied, the time domain near fields must be Fourier transformed to

the frequency domain. Zhang et al 165l,166l have noted that Fourier transformations of

time domain results are very sensitive to numerical errors, such as those caused by

imperfect treatment of open boundaries. Therefore it is important to use an accurate

absorbing boundary condition in order to achieve the best possible results.
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Theoretically, the order of the boundary condition can be increased arbitrarily to

obtain any desired level of accuracy. However, Higdon suggesrs that for p > 3 instabili-

ties may arise because of the contradictory goals in the formulation of the boundary

conditions 1621. The possibility of instabilities increases if low frequency waves are

incident upon the boundary. The third order space time extrapolation condition for

implementation along a line x=xr (with the simulation space located forx>,x1) is

IJ"+r(x1,)) = 3 (1" (xr+LI,y) - j Lr"-r(xr+2LI J) + U"-z@ ¡3Ll ¡) (5.1)

The simulation of Figure 5.7 was run using the third order space time extrapolation

method to truncate the scattered fietd region. The response obtained at observation

point 2 is compared to the benchmark solution over rhe range r=0 to t=390L1 in Fig-

ure 5.13. At approximately r=1504r the boundary condition becomes unstable and

oscillations as produced. The instability occurs after mosr of the wave has passed

through the simulation space and only low frequency waves remain. This simulation

clearly demonstrates the instabilities predicted by Higdon.

In Figure 5.14 an expanded scale plot of the response at observation point 2

obtained from the third order space time extrapolation, second order averaging, and

match termination for normal incidence are all compared to the benchmark solution.

The results indicate the increase in accuracy that the third order boundary condition

provides (before the instabilities occur).

The third order boundary condition may still be of some pracrical value even

though its stability can not be ensured. A contour of high pass filters could be placed

just inside of the exterior boundaries of the scattered field region. These filters could

remove the low frequency content of the signals and effectively eliminate the possibil-

ity of instabilities. The high pass filters could be implemented into the mesh using the

same formulation of the TLM method that has been applied to circuit analysis prob-

lems [36],[37].
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If greater accuracy than that provided by the second orde¡ boundary conditions is

required, other types of absorbing boundary conditions could be investigated such as

the one way wave equations. Stable higher order absorbing boundary conditions based

upon one way wave equations have been developed for the FD-TD method [49].
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Figure 5..13: Time domain response obtained -at outpu! point 2, comparing
third order space time extrapolãilon to the benchmark sorution.
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Figu.re 5_.L4zTíme .domain res.po.nse obtained -at output point 2, comparing
third order space.tlmq gxtrapolatíon, second order aveiaging, and matci'ierm¡-
nation for normal incidence to the benchmark solution.

5.3. Software

Three separate programs are used to model the two dimensional scattering prob-

lems considered in this thesis. The first program (TLM_scatir) is used to perform the

TLM simulation and calculate the frequency domain scattered near fields. The second

and third programs (scan and Near_to_Far) arc used to perform the near-to-far field

transformations to obtain frequency domain scattered far f,elds.

5.3.1. Tl-M_scatt

Froblem Specification

One of the advantages of the TLM method is its simplicity and flexibility. A

general purpose two dimensional pro$am capable of analyzing waveguides of arbitrary
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shape and arbitrary media properties can be written in only 80 lines of FORTRAN.

Because of the general nature of the TLM algorithm, all specifications regarding the

geomeÍy of a problem and the material properties are specified in the input file.

Therefore, for each new class of scatterer considered, reformulation of the method is

not required, as is the case with other numerical methods such as the method of

moments [1].

An input file for the program TLM_scatt contains the following information:

size of the TLM símulation space - usually selected to be approximately 80A/ by

80^/, depending on the frequency range desired and the size of the scatterer.

Seometry of the scatterer - specified by placing reflection coefficients at appropri-

ate points in the mesh corresponding to the boundary of the scatterer, and by

loading nodes within the scatterer with permittivity and/or conductivity stubs.

number of iterations - depends on the size of the mesh and complexity of the

scatterer, usually 500 to 1000 iterations a¡e sufficient to provide convergent fre-

quency domain results.

Iocation of the contour C - as noted in section i of this chapter, the location of

C (which sepa.rates the total and scattered field regions) does not affect the accu-

racy of the simulation, typically it is placed 3 to 104/ from the surface of the

scatterer.

pulse wídth of the íncident gaussían pulse - this topic will be discussed later in

this section, usually a pulse width of 15 to 20Al is sufficient.

location of the contour S' - the contour around which the frequency domain scat-

tered nea¡ fields are calculated is usually placed a few A/ ourside of the conrour

C.

3)

4)

5)

6)
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7) frequency domain output poínts - these values are specified in units of normalized

frequency ( l lX) and are selected so that the incident gaussian pulse contains

sufficient frequency content and velocity and coarseness error are not significant

( t tì,"<0.15).

Incident Fields

As noted in Chapter 4 (section 1), an additional simularion is required ro generate

an accurate incident field. If this incident fietd is selected to be a plane wave, the addi-

tional simulation can be reduced to a simulation such as that of Figure 5.5 with a sin-

gle layer of nodes in the y direction. Therefore, the additional simulation (if run simul-

taneously) does not significantly add to the cpu time or memory requirements of the

enthe simulation. TLM-scau uses this technique to generate the incident plane wave. If
the simulation is run separately, the signals at each point on the contour C, and at

each iteration step must be stored. This would significantly add to the memory storage

required to run the simulation.

If only time domain results are desired, the programTLM_scatt can be altered so

that results are printed at each time step at each output point. The portion of the pro-

gram that performs the Fourier transformations can be deleted. A program of this type

was used to generate the results displayed in Figures 5.8 ro 5.14. In general the

response of a scatterer to an arbitrary time domain signal can be accurately deter-

mined, as long as the frequency content of the signal is such that velocity error does

not significanrly affect the time domain ¡esults.

Two methods can be used if the response in the frequency domain is required.

The fust method is to apply a sinusoidal incident field to excite only a single fre-

quency and run the time domain simuiation until a near steady state condition is

reached. If multiple frequency points are required the entire simulation must be
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performed multiple times. This scheme has been used extensively by Taffove and

Umasha¡kar [4],[5]. As mentioned in Chapter 4 (section 3.4) this merhod is very

inefficient because of the large amount of cpu time required to perform a single TLM

or FD-TD simulation. A far more efficient method is to excite the scatrerer with a time

domain signal which contains a wide range of frequencies and then, through the use of

Fourier transformations calculate frequency domain results. This method is much more

efficient because only a single TLM simulation is required and frequency domain

results over a potentially wide bandwidth can be obtained.

The response of a scatterer over a wide bandwidth can be obtained if a pure

impulse is used as excitation and Fourier transforms are performed at the ourput

points. However, a pure impulse contains equal content of all frequencies from zero to

infinity, and as a result, is dispersed significantly by the mesh (which is non-dispersive

at only low frequencies). Because of the dispersion, a large number of iterations a¡e

required to obtain convergent frequency domain results. A Hanning window can be

used to filter the time domain response while performing the Fourier transformations

[32]. This decreases the number of iterations required to obtain convergent frequency

domain ¡esults.

Another method of obtaining frequency domain results over a large bandwidth is

to use a smoothly varying time domain signal (i.e., one that is not excessively

dispersed by the mesh) that has sufficient frequency content over a wide bandwidth. A

gaussian pulse satisfies the above criteria. Zhang and Mei [66] have discussed the use

of a gaussian pulse to excite FD-TD meshes used to simulate microstrip structures.

Defining the pulse width, I to be the distance befween two symmetric points which

arc 5Vo of the maximum value, Zhang and Mei have determined a relationship between

the pulse width and maximum frequency ior which sufficient frequency content exists.

A gaussian pulse travelling in the positive -r direction at a time r has the following
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(s.2)

where v is the velocity through the medium (Lf,[1 in an unloaded mesh of shunt

nodes) and the pulse has its maximum at x=ro, when t=to. Ã property of a gaussian

pulse is its form is invariant with respect to Fourier transformation. The Fourier

transform of (5.2) in the frequency domain has the form

".rI 2T

\2x -xo I

,)

.*p [-nt r'f ') (s.3)

Consider a system S, with impulse response hr(t). The response of S to a sinusoidal

signal with frequency oo is given by

{,,,,}

f S is

l1(rrl) = P (s.4)

where F( ) denotes the Fourier transform. I

domain response is given by

excited by a signal x(r) the

r(t) -- h(t)* x(t) (5.5)

where * denotes convolution. The frequency domain response R (co) is given by

R (co) = ¡1(c¡) X(ol) (s.6)

where R(o¡), and X(ol) are the Fourier transforms of r(r) and x(r) respectively. If a

gaussian pulse is used in a TLM simulation, the response of the scatterer at a particu-

lar frequency @o can be determined from

H(co,) =
R (roo )

x (oo) (s.7)

where R (o, ) is the Fourier transform of the response obtained at a particular point on

time
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S', and X (ao) is the frequency content of the gaussian pulse at a frequenc y ao.

Therefore the pulse width must be chosen such that the response H (coo ) can be accu-

rately determined over the desired bandwidth. Numerical experiments have indicated

that a pulse width of 15Â/ yields sufficienr frequency conrenr (= 5vo of the pulse con-

tent at ú)=0) up to a normalized frequency of A//1,=0.10.

Flowchart of TLM scatt

The use of TLM and similar methods require large amounts of memory and cpu

time. Therefore it is important to take advantage of any situations in which either cpu

time or memory storage requirements can be reduced. The simulations considered in

this thesis have typically I20 oufput points, 20 frequency points, and require = 500

iterations to obtain convergent frequency domain results. Before a flowchart of the

program TLM-scatt is discussed consider the flowchart of a simple TLM program

shown in Figure 5.15(a). Note that in this configuration of a TLM program, the

impulse response at each iteration step, and at each output point, would require

L}}(output points)xS}}(iteration steps ) x (4x10-3 kbyres lreal number)

= 240 kbytes

which is more than the amount of memory storage requirements for an entire 80 by 80

mesh.
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apply inriat condirions

perform bou¡dary operadons

scatter and fansfer impulses
tlroughout the mesh 

-

store impulse response
at ourput points

hnished iterations ?

perform Fourier transforms
at output points

apply intial conditions

scatter ard transfer impulses
throughout the mesh 

-

perform partia_l Fouri er
Eansforms at output points

(a) (b)

Figure 5.15: (a) Flowchart of a rypical rIl4 program. Impulse responses at allo.utput points are stored and Fouiier tra-nsþrms"are perfor*à¿ àfi; ;i; îi"ro_
tions 

^are complete. (b) Flowcharr of a modified'iLu pioiiã* -ro*¡r,
transfgrJns are performed during th.e ííeratio, píocess, jartlat'tronìi¡oì*| ory
stored for each frequency point ù att output points.

The real and imaginary parts of the frequency domain response R at a frequency

AJ lÀ" are calculated from

(5.8a)*{^ 6u},.) }=åu." srznn{)
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*{^ Øtt}') }-å" sin{znn{) (s.8b)

where S is the number of iterations, and r, is the value of the time domain response r
at iteration step n. Expressions (5.8a) and (5.8b) do not require that the iteration pro-

cess be complete before the summations are sta¡ted. Therefore at an iteration step n a

portion of the summation can be performed. Usually, the output frequencies are

known prior to starting the iteration process, therefore each step in the summation can

be performed at each iteration step. This procedure does not require that the response

at each iteration step for each output point be stored. The partial Fourier transforma-

tions at each frequency point for each output point must be stored. For the type of

simulations considered in this thesis, the number of frequency points is much less than

the number of iteration steps and therefore, the storage required for output points can

be significantly reduced. In the typical TLM simulation considered above, the total

storage required for output points if Fourier transformations are performed on the fly
would be,

I}0(output points ) x Z}(outpur f requencies ) x

2(real andimagínary parts ) x(4x10-3 kbytes lreal number)

,38.4 kbytes

only líVo of the memory required if the time domain responses are stored. A

significant reduction in memory storage has been achieved by this simple

reconfiguration of a TLM program. In addition, this method makes the program

independent of the number of iterations, and lends itself well to implementation of an

automated scheme to terminate the iteration process once the Fourier ftansforms have

converged to within a given range. A flowchart of the airered scheme is shown in Fig-

ure 5.15(b).
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Figure 5.L6: Flowchart of TLM_scatt.

A flowchart of the program TLM_scatt is shown

incorporates all the features discused in this thesis:

1) excitation using a gaussian pulse,

Validation and Testing

in Figure 5.16. The program

read input file

apply intial condírions
to the incident field mesh

perform boundary operations
in the incidenr field mesh

apply operarions along
the contou¡ C

scatter and transfer impulses
throughout the incident field
mesh

scatter and ransfer impulses
throughour the totat/scattered
field mesh

perform partial Fourier
trarsforms at output poins
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use of a simultaneous simulation

separation of total and scattered

the contour C,

Validarion and Testing

to generate an accurate incident field,

fields, and application of rhe incident field along

2)

))

4)

5)

second order space time extrapolation absorbing boundary conditions applied

the boundaries of the scattered field region, and

Fourier transforms performed on the fly to reduce memory storage requirements.

Output from TLM-scøn consists of frequency domain scattered near fields along the

contour ,S/.

5.3.2. Calculation of Scattered Far Field Fatterns

The programs scan and Near-to-Far are used to calculate the scattered far field

patterns from the scattered near fields on the contour S/.

scan:

The program scan is used to sea¡ch through theTLM_scatt otrtput fiIe and indivi-

dually group the scattered near field results at each frequency. An input file for scan

contains the name of the TLM-scan oufput file to be searched and the frequency points

at which the nea¡ scattered fields are desired. Separate fields are produced for each

selected frequency.

Near_to_Far:

This program reads an ourput file

patterns using the frequency domain

Chapter 4 (section 3.2). Recall that the

from scan and calculates the scattered far field

near-to-far field transformation discussed in

electric freld E, at a poinr (p,0) in the far field
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is calculated using

where,

and

Ei = -j copA, + jk(Frcosþ-F, sinQ)

Validation and Testing

(s.e)

(5.10a)
o-ikP 

I I' : 
"''"''tP'cos(o-Q'¡¿''

A,(P,Q) = ffir.

F,,y (p,Q) = ffi{! r t,r(p' )¿ iko' cnsto-o)as (s.10b)

The equivalent currents Jf and Mf, are known at discrete points on the contour ^S'.

Therefore the integrals in expressions (5.10) must be approximated.. Near_to_Far uses

third order gauss quadrature integration to approximate the integrals. The integrations

are performed in a style simila¡ to what would be found in a Boundary Element

Method program. The equivalent currents at adjacent groups of three nodes are

expanded into a quadratic function through the use of expansion funcrions t67]. This

method is superior to pulse and trapezoidal integration scheme and lends itself well to

implementation in a structured computer program.

The radar cross section (RCS) of a scatterer is defined as,

RCS =Znp
E'(p,0)

Ei
(s.1i)

where E"(p,O) is calculated from (5.9) and ¿'i is the strength of the incident field. A

convenient quantity that can be calculated is the square root of the radar cross section

divided by the wavelength of the incident plane *aue lfiCSl¡. This quanriry is cal-

culated by Near-to-far at va¡ious observation angles Q and the resuits at a particular

frequency are written to an ourput file.
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In this chapter, the programs desc¡ibed in this thesis are applied to several two

dimensional TM scattering problems. Sections 1,2 and.3 examine the perfectly con-

ducting square cylinder, the perfectly conducting circular cyiinder, and a perfectly con-

ducting thin strip, respectively. In each section, frequency domain scattered far field

patterns are calculated over a wide bandwidth. To assess the accuracy of the TLM

results a benchmark solution is presented in each section. The problems considered in

this thesis have been examined extensively by many authors tll. The solutions to rhe

problems are not of great importance, but the application of the TLM method to these

types of problems is important. By solving problems which have weil known solutions

(or well known solution techniques) the accuracy of the TLM solutions to these types

of problems can be established.

6,L. Ferfectty Conducting R.ectangular Cylinder

The first scatterer examined is the perfectly conducting square cylinder. The mesh

used to simulate this problem is shown in Figure 6.1. A square cylinder with radius

a=I5'5AI is placed in the centre of a 704/ by 70LI mesh. The contour C, which

separates the totai and scattered field regions, is located 3Al from the surface of the

scatter, and the contour S', along which the near-to-far field transformation is per-

formed, is located 3Al from the contour C. Various output frequencies are selected

within the range 0.000726<Ltl),"<0.726, which corresponds to a range in rhe elecrrical
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size of the scatter from 0.02251" to 2.25),. Usually in scattering simulations rhe electri-

cal size of the scatter is expressed as the product ka, where k is the wavenumber of
the incident fi-eld (given by 2nlL), and. a is the radius of the scauer. The above fre-

quency range corresponds to a range tn ka of 0.1 to 10. A plane wave travelling in the

negative ,r direction (from .rr = oo) is used to excite the cylinder.

Field distributions in the simulation space, displayed ar rime intervals of 10Ar, are

provided in Appendix 4.1. These distributions provide a good physical description of

the problem at hand, however, they are not useful in establishing the accuracy of the

simuiations. For this reason they are not included in the main body of this thesis.

Y=70^l

+i
I

I

s,r
I

I

Y=0

Fig.ure 6.Lz Símulation space used to analyze a
cylinder.

To assess the accuracy of the TLN{ results for this

Method (BEM) program was wrirren. BEM is a well

T
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

t_

x=0

vÄ
loLr

zx

x=70Âl

perfectly conducting square

geometry, a Boundary Element

established frequency domain
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integral equation method that has been used extensively to solve electromagnetic field

problems [68],[69], [70], and [71]. The program is capable of analyzing arbitrarily

shaped perfectly conducting objects illuminated by either a plane wave or a line

source. Features of the program include:

isoparametric quadratic elements - to accurately model curved surfaces and

expand the current distribution as a quadratic function [67],

Galerkin's method (i.e., expansion and testing functions are the same) - to ensure

convergence of the solution,

addition/subtraction method is used to evaluate the self element terms [71],

Gauss-Quadrature integration used to calculate numerical integrations, and

variable element sizes are permitted to allow concentration of elements in regions

containing rapid changes in the current and fieid distributions (such as near rhe

corners of the square cylinder).

The accuracy of the program was established by analyzing a circula¡ cylinder and

comparing the results with the analytical solution, and also by analyzing rectangular

cylinders and comparing results with previously published numerical results.

The frequency domain scattered far field patrerns, calculated from the simulation

of Figure 6.1, a¡e compared to the BEM results at various frequencies in Figures 6.2 to

6.9. Polar plots for ka=0.8 and ka=6.0 a¡e provided in Figures 6.10 and 6.11, respec-

tively. The polar plots provide physical insight into the scattered. field produced by the

rectangular cylinder, however they do not provide a good. view of the differences

between the BEM and TLM results over all observation angles. For this reason most

of the data is piotted in rectangular coordinates. Since the incident plane wave

approaches the cylinder from x=æ,0=0' and 0=1800 correspond to back scattering

and forward scattering, respectively.
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Figure 6.2: Frequency domain
ducting square cylinder, ka=0.2.

Results
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Figure 6"32 Frequency domain
ducting square cylínder, ka=O.4.
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Figure 6.4: Frequency domain
ducting square cylinder, ka=O.6.
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Figu.re 6.6: Frequency domain scattered far field pattern for a perfectly con-
ducting square cylinder, ka=4.0.
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As mentioned in the introduction, one of the goals of this thesis is to obtain fre-

quency domain results over a wide bandwidth, from a single TLM simulation. The

results in Figures 6.2 to 6.11 indicate good. agreement between the BEM and TLM

results for most frequencies displayed. Before examining the frequency domain results

in more detail, the upper and lower frequency limits of the bandwidth of accuracy are

discussed.

First consider the upper frequency limit, above which accuracy may be dimin-

ished. Typically, when applying numerical methods ro elecÍomagneric field problems,

a spatial discretization of 10 to 15 sampling points per wavelengrh is required. In a

TLM simulation, velocity and coarseness errors (see Chapter 2 section 3) begin to

affect the accuracy of results at frequencies corresponding to a normalized frequency

Lll)">0.1 (which corresponds to a spatial discretization of 10 points per wavelength).

The observations noted above indicate that a reasonable upper limit of accuracy for the

discretization of Figure 6.1 is between ka=8 and 10. Note that the discretization and

layout of the scatterer in the mesh determines the upper frequency limit. Therefore,

accurate results at high frequencies can be obtained if the size of the scatterer and

simulation space (in A/ ) are made sufficiently large, at the expense of cpu time.

In typical TLM simulations there is no lower bound on the frequencies at which

accurate results are obtained. However, for the TLM simulations considered in this

thesis, the absorbing boundary conditions will cause errors at low frequencies and

therefore determine the lower frequency iimit of accuracy. The er¡ors introduced by

the absorbing boundary conditions wili affect results at all frequencies, but, the effects

on low frequency results is more severe than at high frequencies. ln the mesh of Fig-

ure 6.1 the distance from the scatterer to the absorbing boundary is 204/. The frequen-

cies at which near fields are calculared, range from AI lX=0.0007 ro 0.0g70,

corresponding to a range in electrical distance from 0.01411. to I.4I^". Any small
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errors introduced by the absorbing boundary conditions will affect the interaction of

the fields surrounding the scatterer. Since at low frequencies this distance is elecrrically

small (only a thousandth of a wavelength), the effects are more pronounced than at

higher frequencies. Quantitative analysis of the absorbing boundary conditions has not

been performed to determine the frequency content of the errors introduced by them,

however, this could be a topic of future research.

From the discussion above, it is expected that accurate results will be obtained

across a bandwidth (called the bandwidth of accuracy) which has an upper limit related

to the discretization of the scatterer, and has a lower Limit related to the accuracy of

the absorbing boundary conditions. To examine frequency domain results in more

detail, an elÏor norm is used to examine the differences berween the BEM and TLM

results at each output frequency. For this pa-rticular application, the error norm would

be more appropriately discussed as a difference norrn, since the TLM results are being

compared to other numerical results, and not an analytical solution. Since an analytical

solution to the problem does not exist, and the Boundary Element method is recog-

nized as an accurate method of analyzing scattering problems (results should be within

a few percent of the exact solution), the differences between the TLM and BEM

results are considered to be errors. The error norm used is defined by,

l*ctrr*(oi ) -RCSB ,r{a)lrN
E = -lIN-.I=t RCSBEM(qi)

where N=180, and Q¡ ranges from 0o to 1800. The applicarion of (6.1) shouldprovide

a general information regarding the accuracy of the TLM results over all observation

angles' An error norm of 0.01 would correspond to a one percent difference between

TLM and BEM results over all Q¡.

In Figure 6.12 the error nonn is plotted as a function of ka over a range ka=g.I

to 10. Note, at low frequencies, ka10.5, the difference between the two curves

(6.1)
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increases very quickly. This indicates that the low frequency bound (determined by the

absorbing boundary condition) is very sharp. In a practical situation, care must be

taken to ensure output frequencies a¡e above the lower frequency limit, or significant

errors will result - As ka increases the er¡or norm increases to a value of 0.05 for

ka=I}. If an error norrn of 0.05 (approximately 57o accuracy over all observation

points) is considered to be acceptable, the bandwidth of accuracy ranges from ka=0.3

to 10. If an error norm of 0.03 is considered. to be acceptable, the bandwidth of accu-

racy ranges from ka=0.3 to 8.

5.05

ka

Figure 6.12: Error norm versus ka for a perfectly cond.uctíng square cylínder.

To illustrate the need for accurate absorbing boundary conditions, the simulation

of Figure 6.1 was run using fi¡st order (p=1) conditions to truncate the scattered field

region' Results of the error noñn versus frequency for this simulation are provided in

Figure 6.13. For this case if an enor norm of 0.05 is considered acceprable, only the

frequency points ka=2 and 4 are close to the acceptable level of accuracy, and there is
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no significant bandwidth of accuracy. In addition, the low frequency bound at which a

sharp increase in the error norm is noticed, occurs at approximately ka=1.5. Compar-

ing the error norrns of Figure 6.12 and.6.13 illustrates the need for using accurare

absorbing boundary conditions.

0.16
_rLM_p=l E_norm

0.12

0.08

0.04

0.00
0.10 2.57 5.05

ka
10.00

Fi8.urp 6.13: Error noftn verslts. ka for a perfectly cond.ucting square cylinder,
with first order boundary conditions-used io tuncate the scatiereã i"t¿ íti¡"r.'

The bandwidth of accuracy can be increased further by implemenring stable thi¡d

order (or higher) absorbing boundary conditions. This would improve the accuracy of

the TLM results across the entire frequency range, but would have the greatest affect

at the low end of the bandwidth of accuracy. By increasing the bandwidth of accuracy,

the efficiency of the TLM method to analyzing scattering problems also increases.
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6.2. Fenfectly Conducting Cinculan Cylinder

The second scatterer considered is the perfectly conducting circular cylinder. The

mesh used to simulate this problem is shown in Figure 6.14. A circular cylinder with

radius a=I5.5LI is placed in the centre of a 70LI by 70Lt mesh. The rectangular

contour C, which separates the total and scattered field regions, is located 3Al from

the surface of the scatter, and the rectangular contour ,S', along which the near-to-far

field transformation is performed, is located 3Al from C. Note that S' is located in the

same position as for the mesh used to analyze the square cylinder. By utilizing the

near-to-far field transformation rather than the surface current-to-far field transforma-

tion, the surface ^S' is independent of the shape of the cylinder and as a result the pro-

gram is more flexible. Scattered far field patterns are calculated over the same fre-

quency range as considered in the previous section (ka=0.1 to 10). A plane wave

fravelling in the negative¡ direction (from-r=oo) is used to excite the cylinder.
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Chapter 6 Results

The field distributions in the simulation space, displayed at time intervals of

104r, are provided in Appendix 4.2.

To assess the accuracy of the TLM results for this geometry, an analytical solu-

tion is used. The analytical solution for a perfectly conducting circula¡ cylinder

illuminated by an E polai..zed plane wave can be found ín 1721. The magnitude of

üCS ¡1" is proportional to,

.fics
(6.2)

where Er=I, fot n=0 and 2 for n)-1, Jn is the nth order Bessel function of the first

kind, and ,ð/,,(1) ir the nth order Hankel function of the first kind.

The frequency domain scattered far field patterns, calculated from the simulation

of Figure 6.14, are compared to the analytic resuits at various frequencies in Figures

6.15 to 6.22. Polar plots for ka=0.8 and ka=6.0 are provided in Figures 6.23 and,

6.24, respectively. In the Figures, 0=0o and 0= 180' correspond to back scattering

and forward scattering, respectively.

a - ! ,, eD" !Ú1)-cosn g
n=o HlLt(ka)
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{igu¡e 6.23: Frequ.?nc! domain scattered far.fierd pa¡tern for a perfectly con-
ductíng circular cylinder, ka=0.8 (polar cobrdinateí5.
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The results of Figures 6.15 to 6.24 indtcate good agreement between the analyti-

cal solution and TLM results for most frequencies shown. Recall from Chapter 2 (sec-

tion 2.2) that curved boundaries must be modelled in a step wise fashion and cause

errors at high frequencies. The errors caused by the rectangularization of the circula¡

shape are expected at frequencies in the upper range of the bandwidth of accuracy,

because the wavelength of the incident field is able to resolve the non-circular shape.

These errors will reduce the upper limit of the bandwidth of accuracy.

The error norm defined in (6.1) can be used to provide an indication of the accu-

racy of the TLM results over the entire frequency range considered. In Figure 6.25, a

plot of the error norrn versus È¿ is displayed. Again, as was the case for the perfectly

conducting square cylinder, the accuracy of the TLM results decreases rapidly for

ka<0.3. As ka increases the error norm increases to a vaiue of approximately 0.05 at

ka=9 and 10. Comparing Figures 6.25 and 6.12, indicates that the TLM results for the

circular cylinder are not as accurate as the TLM results for the rectangular cylinder

near the upper range of the bandwidth of accuracy. A probable cause for this error is

the rectangularization of the circular shape in the mesh. If an error noûn of 0.05

(approximately 5Vo accuracy over all observation points) is considered to be accept-

abie, the bandwidth of accuracy ranges from ka=0.3 to 10. If an error norm of 0.03 is

considered to be acceptable, the bandwidth of accruacy ranges from ka=0.3 to 6.
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Figure 6.25: Error norm versus ka for a perfectty cond,ucting circular cylinder.

Inspection of the frequency domain scattered far field patterns for both the square

and circular cylinders, indicates that errors in the TLM results are more noticeable near

0= 0o (which corresponds to back scattering). A possible explanation for this is that

the errors introduced by the absorbing boundary conditions affect results at output

points located on the incident side of the cylind.er more than results at output points on

the opposite side of the cylinder. Non-physical reflections caused by the absorbing

boundary conditions will reach the output points on the incident side of the cylinder

before reaching any other output points. While the incident pulse may still be interact-

ing with the scatter, the reflections will interfere with the field distriburions ar rhe our-

put points.
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6.3" Ferfectly Comducting Thín Stnip

The thi¡d class of scatterer considered is a perfectly conducting thin srrip. The

mesh used to simulate this problem is shown in Figure 6.26. The length of the con-

ducting strip is 304/ and the object is placed in the cenrre of a 70Lt by 70AI mesh.

The locations of the contours C and S' a¡e the same as in the two previous cases. A

plane wave travelling in the negative x direction (from jr = -) is used to excite the

cylinder. To simulation space shown in Figure 6.26 corresponds to exciting the srrip

with broadside incidence. To analyze the srrip for the case of edge incidence (i.e., the

strip in Figure 6.26 rotated by 90'), an additional simulation was run. If an inregral

equation technique such as the MoM or BEM was used, it is possible to obtain solu-

tions for arbitrary angles of incidence from a single solution with minimal extra effort.

The comparison of the efficiency of using TLM versus BEM for scattering simulations

is discussed in the next section.
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The field distributions in the simulation

104r, are provided in Appendix 4.3.

Results

space, displayed at time intervals of

To assess the accuracy of the TLM results, comparisons are made to an analytical

solution formulated by Elsherbini and Hamid [73]. The frequency domain sca*ered

far field patterns, calculated from the simulation of Figure 6.26, are compared to rhe

results from [73] for ka= 1 and 5 in Figures 6.27 and 6.28, respecrively. In the rwo

figures, the solid curves represent the TLM results, and the encircied data points

represent data taken from [73]. Good agreement between the two sets of data is

observed at both frequencies.

The mesh of Figure 6.26 was altered to examine the case of edge incidence. Fig-

ures 6.29 and 6.30, compare TLM results to data taken from [73] at ka= 1 and 5.

Again good agreement between the two sets of data is observed. at both frequencies.
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6"4. ,accuracy and Efficiency of rl-lvl scattening simulations

Results

In sections 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3, TLM results were presented for three different

scatterers and in each section comparisons to a benchmark solution were provided. In

this section the accuracy and efficiency of using the TLM method to solve scattering

problems is discussed. In the following section, the use of pulse excitation and Fourier

transformation to obtain frequency domain results is compared to previous formula-

tions which use sinusoidal excitation of the simulation space. In section 6.4.2, the

efficiency of the TLM method is compared to integral equation techniques.

6.4.L. Comparison of Fulse and Sinusoidat Excitation

Before a general discussion regarding the efficiency of the TLM program used in

this thesis is presented, the accuracy of the TLM results should be discussed. Taflove

and Umashankar report that for two dimensional simulations, their FD-TD programs

yield far field patterns (for the same class of objects considered in this thesis) to be

within +2.57o of values predicted by MoM programs [5]. The resulrs provided in the

references are at frequencies which correspond to ka=0.6 and ka=I.o. The accuracy

of the FD-TD results using sinusoidal excitation over the frequency range considered

here has not been reported. The size of simulation spaces used, in [5] are roughly the

same as those used in sections 6.t,6.2, and 6.3. In Figure 6.31, TLM far field parrerns

for a perfectly conducting square cylinder are compared. to BEM results for ka=0.6

and 1.0. The results in the figure indicate that TLM results agïee with BEM results to

within *2.5Vo, and therefore, using pulse excitation and Fourier transformation will be

considered to yield results of the same accuracy as using sinusoidal excitation.
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For the TLM simulations, if an error norm of 0.03 is considered acceptable, the

bandwidth of accuracy corresponds to a range from ka=0.3 to 8 (for the square

cylinder) and ka=0.3 to 6 (for the circular cylinder). To increase the efficiency of the

TLM simulations, the bandwidth of accuracy should be extended. Two methods can be

used to extend the bandwidth of accuracy. The first method is to increase the accuracy

of the algorithm, and therefore increasing the accuracy of results over all frequencies.

This would lower the error norm values at all frequencies and increase the range of
frequencies which fall within the acceptable levei of accuracy. The second is to use

multiple simulations of the progïam used in this thesis over continuous frequency

ranges.

To increase the accuracy of the algorithm,

conditions could be implemented, such as those

stable higher order absorbing boundary

reported in [a9]. Anorher improvement

Results
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would be to use a graded mesh scheme which has been developed for use with the

TLM method [33],[34],[35]. A graded mesh can be used ro increase the density of
nodes neâr the corne s or edges of scatterers (useful for the square or strip scatterers)

or, to obtain a finer discretization of curved surfaces (useful for the circular cylinder).

Another method to increase the bandwidth of accuracy would be to use multiple

simulations to calculate the scattered f,elds over different, but continuous frequency

ranges. The simulation space used in section 6.L, 6.2, and 6.3 is characterized as

discretizing the scatterer to have a radius of approximately 15Â/, and rhe distance from

the scatterer to the absorbing boundary condition to be approximately 20Ll . This simu-

lation space yielded acceptable results over rhe range kn=0.3 to ka=6. In section 6.1,

the lower limit of the bandwidth of accuracy was determined to be a function of the

electrical distance from the scatterer to the absorbing boundary condition. To decrease

this lower limit, an additional simulation could be run with the distance (in A/) from

the scatterer to the absorbing boundary condition increased. This additional simulation

could be used to yield results for ka=0.05 to 0.5. The upper limit of the bandwidth of

accuracy was determined to be limited by the size of the cylinder in A/. Therefore to

increase the upper limit of the bandwidth of accuracy, an additional simulation could

be run using a finer discretization of the scatterer, and. also a corresponding increase in

the distance from the scatterer to the absorbing boundary condition, to keep this electr-

ical distance constant. This simulation could yield accurate results over a range ka=6.0

to 20.

To obtain more information regarding the limits of the bandwidth of accuracy,

sensitivity analysis could be performed using the various parameters (such as rhe

electrical distance from scatterer to absorbing boundary condition, and the size of the

scatterer in absolute size, Â/). This type of study would be computer resource inten-

sive, but useful in establishing guidelines for obtaining accurate results over wide
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frequency ranges.

Taflove and Umashankar [4],t51 have developed general rwo and three dimen-

sional FD-TD programs to analyze scattering problems. The program developed in

this thesis is fundamentally equivalent to the two dimensional program of Taflove and

Umashankar in that the simuiation space is separated into total and scattered f,eld

regions, and near fields are transformed to obtain scattered far field patterns. A

significant difference between the approach used here and that of Taflove and

Umashankar is that a gaussian pulse is used to excite the scatterer in the present pro-

gram, and a single frequency sinusoidal wave is used by Taflove and Umashankar to

provide excitation. The results given in sections 6.1,6.2, and 6.3 were obtained from a

single TLM simulation using pulse excitation and Fourier transforms, while Taflove

and Umashanka¡'s program would require re-execution for each frequency selected.

Taflove and Umashankar note that although the cpu time required for a simulation

using a pulse to excite the scatterer requires the same amount of time as for sinusoidal

excitation, they choose sinusoidal excitation for two reasons [4].

The first reason is that a pulse is dispersed as it travels through the mesh and pro-

duces numerical noise which must be flltered before Fourier transformation. To correct

some of the errors caused by dispersion, and increase the rate of convergence of the

Fourier transformations, a Hanning window could be used [32]. Implementation of the

Hanning window requires no additional memory storage, and minimal additional com-

putation.

The second reason Taflove and Umashankar provide for using single frequency

excitation is that the Fourier transformations would add significantly to the total

requirements for computer storage and cpu time. In Chapter 5 (section 5.3.1) a

reconfiguration of the basic TLM algorithm was presented which allows partial compu-

tation of Fourier transformations at each iteration step for all frequencies. The
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reconfigured program, reduced the memory requirements to a fraction of the storage

required by the mesh itself. As well, the cpu time required to perform the Fourier

transformations is minimal when compared to the cpu time required for the field simu-

lation itself. Therefore, the cpu time for a TLM simulation increases only slightly as

the number of frequency points is increased.

Zhang et al 1651,[66] have apptied the FD-TD merhod to the calculation of fre-

quency dependent propagation cha¡acteristics of microstrip sfmctures. They note that

time domain numerical methods have been applied to the analysis of microstrip struc-

tures in the past, however when pulse excitation is used, only qualitative results are

provided. If frequency domain data is required, investigators switch to sinusoidal exci-

tation, which compromises the advantage of using a time domaín approach [651.

Zhang et al state that Fourier transformation of time domain results are very sensitive

to errors' such as those caused by absorbing boundary conditions, and conclude that

this may be the reason why many investigators mysteriously reverted to sínwoídal sig-

nals while it seems obvious that a pulse in the tíme d,omain could, have been used to

advantage f651. The dependence of the accuracy of the frequency domain far field

patterns on the accuracy of the absorbing boundary conditions was noted in section 6.1

(Figure 6.13). Therefore, although the results in Chapter 5 indicate the second order

boundary conditions perform well, derivation of stable and accurate thfud order condi-

tions for use with TLM simulations is essential to increasing the accuracy of the simu-

lations.

For the reasons stated above, the TLM scattering program presented in this thesis

is potentially more efficient than that of Taflove and Umashanker because wide band

frequency domain results can be obtained for a single simuiation. However, the accu-

racy of the wide band data must be of the same order as thar obtained from using

sinusoidal excitation. Traditionally, one of the advantages of using the TLM method
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has been the large aÌnount of information available from a

Therefore, exciting the mesh with a sinusoidal incident field

implicit advantages of the method.

Results

single simulation [7].

eliminates one of the

6.4.2. Comparison of the Efficiency of TLM and Xntegral Equation Methods

This section compares the efficiency of the TLM and integral equation methods

for analyzing scattering problems. Before a comparison of the cpu times required by

the nvo methods is discussed, a brief review of integral equation techniques for solving

scattering problems is presented. In general, integrai equation techniques apply approx-

imation to the governing integral equations (the electric field integral equation (EFIE)

for perfectly conducting scatterers [1]), by discretizing the surfaces of the scatterer and

the interfaces between different media. The integral equation is reduced to a matrix

equation of the form,

Ax =b (6.3)

where A is the system matrix (geometry dependent, but excitation independent), x is

the vector of unknown culTents on the surfaces and interfaces, and. å is the excitation

vector (geometry dependent and excitation dependent). After the problem has been

discretized, and the system matrix and excitation vector a¡e filled, the solution is

obtained through inversion of A,

x =A-L b

Note that if the same scatterer is examined under different excitation conditions (i.e.,

different angles of incidence for plane wave excitation, or a line source at different

spatial locations), the system matrix A does not change. Therefore for each change in

excitation, only the excitation vector å requires re-calculation, and the new solution is

obtained by pre-multiplying å by A -1. The cpu time required to re-calculat e b and,

premultiply byA-1, is insignificant when compared to the original cpu rime required to

(6.4)
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fiIl and invert A. This is a significant advantage that integral equarion techniques pos-

sess, when compared to techniques such as the TLM method. For each change in exci-

tation, the enti¡e TLM simulation must be re-calculated (as noticed for the case of the

conducting strip for edge and broadside incidence).

An advantage that TLM and FD-TD methods possess over integral equation tech-

niques is the simplicity of the programs and abiliry to model scatterers with complex

media properties. In TLM simulations (see Chapter 2 section 2.I.4) media properties

are specified by loading the nodes of the matrix with open circuit and match ter-

minated transmission line stubs. The TLM aìgorithm is basically rhe same for arbirary

media properties, and therefore the material properties of the scatterer can be specified

in an input file and a general progmm can be written capable of analyzing arbitrary

scatterers. Typically the effort required to write an efficient BEM program is

significantly more than that required to write a basic TLM program. As well, to model

different classes of scatterers (perfectly conducting, dielectric, dielectricþerfectly con-

ducting) reformulation of the entire BEM progïam is required, while a basic TLM pro-

gram can be used to model problems with arbitrary media properties.

In addition, the discretization of the problem and memory storage requirements

are independent of changes in the media properries of the scarterer for the TLM

method. A program based on integral equations requires additional memory storage as

the material properties of the scatterer increases because all surfaces and media inter-

faces require discretization. Taflove and Umashankar l4l have argued that the

efficiency of their FD-TD progmm, in tenns of memory storage and cpu time

approaches that of a MoM program as the complexity of the scatterer increases.

Therefore, TLM and FD-TD progïams shouid be ideally suited. to analyzing scarrers

with complex media properties. As well, since the progïam de.,¡eloped in this thesis

can be considered to be more efficient than Taflove and Umashankar's two
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dimensional program, one can conclude that the efficiency

developed in this thesis should easily exceed that of a MoM

with complex material properties, and. approach that of MoM

with simple geometries.

Results

of the TLM program

program for scatterers

programs for scatterers

As well, as the electrical size of the scatterer is increased the TLM and FD-TD

methods require less memory storage, and can be applied without concern of system

matrix stability or truncation error in computationally expensive methods of solving

matrix equations. Taflove and Umashankar have applied their FD-TD programs ro

electrically large three dimensional scatterers, having an electrical size kd=60 l74l
(where d is the diameter of the scatterer). A discretization of Â/=0.1î, was used, and

for this relatively coarse discretization, results were obtained with an accuracy of
+I.ldB (with respect to measurements) over a 4AdB dynamic range of radar cross

section values. Memory requirements for the FD-TD simulations were reported to be

in the range of 6 Mbytes. For a surface patch MoM program with acceptable discreti-

zation, memory requirements were quoted U4l as being in the range of 900Mbytes, a

computationally restrictive number.

The scatterers considered in this thesis are simple objects with well known solu-

tions. These objects were chosen to establish the accuracy of the TLM method. These

types of geometries are handled efficiently by integral equation techniques. The per-

fectly conducting square cylinder of Figure 6.1 was selected as a test case to compare

TLM and BEM cpu time requirements.

In Figure 6.32, the cpu time required by the TLM and BEM progïams is plotted

as a function of the number of ouþut frequencies. The results indicate that if only one

frequency point is selected, the BEM progïam is more economical than the TLM pro-

grams. However, as the number of output frequencies is increased, the cpu time

required by the BEM program increases directly with N as
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cpu tim4Bv(N f req poinrs ) =N x cpu timeBEM(single f req point) (6.5)

The cpu time required by the TLM progïam increases only slightly with N, and afte¡

approximately seven frequency points it is more economical to use the TLM method.

Note that the number seven is specific to this particular problem. As the scarterers

become more complicated in shape and material properties this number would

decrease. The curves in Figure 6.32 indicate that computatíonal economies of scale

a¡e achieved by using the TLM method. The extra cost of calculating results at each

additional frequency point does not add significantly to the total cpu time require-

ments.
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Figure 6.32: cpu time required by the TLM and BEM programs versus the
number of output frequency points.
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7"n" Conclusions

The TLM method is a numerical technique for simulating electromagnetic fields

in space and time t6l. The method is based on lumped elemenr modelling of

Maxwell's equations and provides a general algorithm for the simulation of wave pro-

pagation in arbitrary media 121J. Typically, integrai equation techniques require

significantly different formulations for different classes of scatterers (perfectly conduct-

ing, dielectric, perfectly conducting/dielectric), but due to the simplicity of the TLM

propagation model, general purpose TLM programs can be written with minimal effort

and handle general problems with arbitrary media properties. The TLM method has

been extensively applied to the analysis of ciosed structures such as waveguides and

finlines [7]. This thesis has investigated the application of the TLM method to two

dimensional scattering problems. Note that some of the developments made in this

thesis are not restricted to scattering problems and can be applied to TLM modelling

of open region problems in general.

The configuration of the simulation space is equivalent to that used by Taflove

and Umashankar in FD-TD scattering simulations [4],t51. Total and scarre¡ed fields

are separated along a contour dividing the simulation space into total and scattered

field regions. This separation allows illumination of the scatterer with an accurare

incident field and application of absorbing boundary conditions to the scattered field
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only. In order to implement this technique into TLM programs, a time domain

equivalence principle for the excitation of electrical networks is derived. This formu-

lation (required for the problems investigated in this thesis) could be useful in rada¡

cross section applications, where scattered fields produced by making small alterations

to the scatterer are required.

One of the goals of this thesis was to achieve compurarional efficiency by using

pulse excitation and Fourier transformation to obtain frequency domain results. This

technique exploits the full advantage of using a time domain numerical method. The

frequency domain results are extemely sensitive to time domain errors such as those

produced by inaccurate absorbing boundary conditions. Therefore, the implementation

of accurate absorbing boundary conditions is a significant factor in the overall accuracy

and efficiency of the method. Previous methods of terminating the TLM mesh are nor

accurate enough for the simulations considered in this thesis [40]. To achieve accurare

termination of the simulation space, absorbing boundary conditions developed for finite

difference simulations of the wave equation were applied ro the TLM method [62].

The application of these conditions to TLM simulations was aided by the relationship

established between the TLM and FD-TD methods for two dimensional simulations.

The relationship was established by demonstrating that a modified TLM algorithm

satisfies the FD-TD equations, and also by examining the propagation characteristics of

the two methods. Propagation analysis of a two dimensional shunt node complete with

permittivity and conductivity stubs was performed to obtain the dispersion relation of

the TLM method in two dimensions. Comparison of the dispersion relations for the

TLM and FD-TD methods yielded the conditions for which the TLM and. FD-TD

methods propagate waves in identical manners. The TLM and FD-TD merhods

correspond when the FD-TD method is operated at the upper limit of its stability

range.
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The simulation space is truncated within the near field region of the scatterer, and

therefore a near-to-far field transformation is required to obtain scattered far field pat-

terns' As noted by Taflove and Umashankar [5], a near-to-far field rransformation is

preferable to a surface current-to-far field transformation because the contour of
integration is independent of the media properties of the scatterer and the shape of the

scatterer, therefore resulting in a more efficient and flexible program.

To establish the accuracy and limits of accuracy of the software developed in this

thesis, scattered far field patterns were calculated for a perfectly conducting square

cylinder, a perfectly conducting ci¡cula¡ cylinder, and a perfectly conducting strip (for

both broadside and edge incidence). For each geometry considered, TLM results were

compared to an established benchmark solution. An error norrn was used to obtain a

quantitative comparison of the TLM and benchmark solutions over all observation

angles at each frequency. By selecting an appropriate value of the error norrn, a

bandwidth of accuracy can be established. For an error norrn of 0.03, the bandwidth of
accuracy for the square cylinder ranges from ka=0.3 to 8, and for the circular cylinder

the bandwidth of accuracy ranges from ka=0.3 to 6. These ranges in ka conespond

to a range in the electrical diameter of the scatterer from approximately 0.1À to 2.5À

for the square cylinder, and 0.1 l" to 2.0 l, for the ci¡cular cylinder. The results

presented in this thesis, and those reported in [4] and [5] ind,icate that using pulse exci-

tation and Fourier transformation yields accuracy comparable to that obtained using

sinusoidal excitation. As long as selected frequencies remain wirhin the bandwidth of
accuracy' it is advantageous to use pulse excitation and Fourier transformations

because of the significant savings in computer resource requirements. As the geometr-

ical complexity of a scatterer increases, Taflove and Umashanka¡ have argued that the

efficiency of the FD-TD methd using sinusoidal excitation approaches that of integral

equation techniques. In this thesis, it is demonsrrated that for scatterers with simple

geometries (handled efficiently by integral equation techniques), the TLM method
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using pulse excitation and Fourier transformations to obtain frequency domain results,

becomes more efficient than integral equation techniques as the number of frequency

points is increased.

7.2" Future Research

The results presented in this thesis indicate that the TLM method is a feasible

tool for the analysis of scattering problems. The accuracy of the method was esta-

blished by comparing frequency domain scattered far field patrerns to those calculated

by established solution techniques. More information regarding the errors arising from

the simulations could be obtained if other comparisons were investigated. Comparisons

of frequency domain scattered near field distributions could be made (i.e., before the

near-to-far field transformation is performed) or, to examine the accuracy of the time

domain scattered field distributions (i.e., before Fourier fransformations are performed).

Due to the amount of computation required to obtain scattered far fields, perhaps dou-

ble precision arithmetic could be used, or an investigation to determine if round-off

error has an effect in these type of simulations.

Several improvements can be made to increase the accuracy and therefore

efficiency of the method. Implementation of absorbing bound,ary conditions with

greater accuracy than those used in this thesis, would increase the accuracy of results

at all frequencies and extend the bandwidth of accuracy for low frequencies. These

absorbing boundary conditions could be third order (or higher) conditions derived from

one way wave equations [49], or the variable impedance boundary condition (described

in this thesis) coupled with an accurate algorithm to predict the direction of incident

radiation. The variable impedance boundary condition is a potentially accurate condi-

tion because perfect absorption of waves (neglecting the dispersive nature of the mesh)
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is obtained if the angle of incidenr radiation is known.

Another method for improving the accuracy of the method would be to use a

graded mesh to allow fine discretization of the scatterer and coa¡se discretization fo¡

regions of the simulation space distant from the scanerer [33],[34],[35]. A graded mesh

would provide greater resolution of fietd distributions for scatterers with corners and

edges, and finer resolution of the geometry of scatterers with cuwed surfaces.

To obtain a better idea of the bandwidth of accuracy available from the programs

used in this thesis, sensitivity analysis of a variety of parameters could be performed.

This type of investigation could yietd optimal sizes of scatterers and corresponding

meshes for specific frequency ranges. Once these parameters were established, the

bandwidth of accuracy for a given simulation could be predicted with confidence. As

well, multiple simulations could be used, if results were required over a bandwidth

greater than that available from a single simulation. By increasing the discretization of
the scatterer (to increase the upper timit of the bandwidth of accuracy), or increasing

the distance from the scatterer to the absorbing boundary condition (to decrease the

lower limit of the bandwidth of accuracy), accurate frequency domain results could be

calculated over an extended bandwidth.

This thesis has considered two dimensional TM scartering problems. The pro-

grams could be extended to handle two dimensional TE scattering problems, as well as

three dimensional scatterers.
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In this appendix, time domain field distributions are provided for the square, cir-

cular, and thin strip scatterers examined in this thesis. A unit magnitude gaussian pulse

(width 104/) is used to illuminate the scatterer. The electric field distributions are

given for 10Ar intervals, staning at a point when the pulse first enters the total field

region. The contour separating the total field and scattered field regions is placed, a few

Â/ inside of the mesh boundaries to provide a good view of rhe field disrributions sur-

rounding the scatterer. For each case, the residual field distribution after most of the

incident and scattered energy has left the simulation space is displayed (using an

expanded scale).
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